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Summary
A study of tile full-potential modeling of a blade-vortex interaction was made. A primary goal of
this study was to investigate tile effectiveness of the various methods of modeling the vortex. Tile
problem was st.udied within the context of a two-di me nsional model problem, which represents one of
tile linfiting types of blade-vortex interactions (BVls). Tile model problem restricts the interaction
to that of an infinite wing with an infinite line vortex moving parallel to its leading edge. This
problem provides a convenient testing ground for the various methoct_ of modeling the vortex while
retaining the essential physics of the full three-dimensional interaction. The flow field is assumed to
be inviscid, irrotational, unsteady, and, in general, transonic.
A full-potential algorithm specifically tailored to solve BVI was developed to solve this problem.
The algorithm makes u_' of the unst, eady mass conservation and Bernoulli equations to tbrm a full-
potential model of the flow field. The system of equations is reduced to one equation I>y using a
Taylor-series expansion of the temporal derivative of the density t.erln in the conservation equation.
The spatial derivatives are recast in "delta." form, with the deusity written at, the previous time step.
The stability of the algorithm in transonic flow is assured through the u_- of upwind biasing of tile
deltsit.y in the fltLX terms. The flux metrics are computed by the consistent metric method, which
has been found to be SUl>erior to the so-called fi'ee-stream subtraction method that has difficulties
with grid singMarities. The equation is approximately fa.ctored into convenient geometric parts in
order to reduce the matrix to a compact form. A tridiagvmal matrix inversion is used to solve for
the updated pc4.ential solution. The model has the capability to predict the steady and unsteady
flow about an airfoil under subcritical and transonic flow conditions. C_m_parisons of the results
predicted are made with those presented by other researchers and with experimental data. The
comparisons indicate that the algorithm is able to predict basic unsteady transonic flow about eat
airtbil.
The basic algorithln has been modified to include the effect of a vortex passing near the airfoil.
Four difl>rent methods of modeling of the vortex were usx_d:
1. Tile angle-of attack method
2. Tile lifting-surface method
3. The branch-cut method
4. The split-potential method
The angle-of-attack method uses the velocity field of a point vortex to compute a vortex-induced
velocity at. the airfoil quarter-chord. This velocity is then used to compute an effective angle
of a.lack of the airtbil. This method is identical to techniques which are currently in use in
comprehensive helicopter rolor analyses. The lifting-surface method is an extension of the angle-of-
attack method in which the vortex-induced velocity is a func|ion of chordwise distance on the airfoil
surNce. The branch-cut method is a flow-field vortex representation that makes use of a surface of
potential discontinuity, the edge of which constitutes the vortex location. The effect of the vortex is
implemented hy imposing special differencing methods along the cut.. In the split-potential method,
the velocity field is split, between a known field (induced by the vortex) and an unknown perturbation
field caused by the airfoil.
A side-hy-side comparison of the four models was conducted. These comparisons include
comparing generated velocity fields, a subcrilical interaction, and a critical interaction. Tile
subcritieal and critical interactions are compared with experimentally generated results.
The split-potential model was used to make a survey of some of the more critical paranaeters
which affect the BVI. The survey studies general flow parameters such as free-stream Mach number
and airfoil ealgle of attack, and vortex parameters such as strength, core size, and miss distance. Tile
results were computed a.t snbcritical and supercritical free-stream Maeh numbers. For the vortex
parameters, the free-stream Math numN, r was chosen to he just subcritical ill order to study the
effect of the vortex on the fornmtion of critical flow on the airfoil.
xi

1. Introduction
1.1.Physical Problem
Helicopterotorsoperatingin high-speedflight
encountera numberof importantaerodynamicphe-
nomena.Twomajorfeaturesthat dominatetile flow
oil the advancingsideof the rotor disc exist.. The
first, key feature is the presence of transonic flow con-
ditions. Transonic flow imposes major limitations on
tile high-speed performance of the rotor. These lim-
itations manifest themselves in high vibration levels,
power divergence, noise, and component fatigue. The
second key feature is the presence of a large vortex
system near the rotor. The vortex system is con>
posed of a series of helical vortex filaments generated
at the tip of the blade. Tile following blade, which
may be experiencing t.ransc_lic flow, frequently inter-
acts with the_ vortices.
The interaction between a rotor blade and the
vortices fi'om a preceding blade can have a large inl-
pact on tile blade aerodynamic enviroument. These
blade-vortex interactions (BVIs) cause large dlanges
in local pre,_sure which ('all occur over short periods.
The p ressu re changes exist w it.hin a flow fie Id w hic h
is, ill general, transonic, unsteady, viscous, and three-
dimensional. TILe vortex passage, therefore, acts to
modify an already complicated flow field.
A rotor interacts with a vortex under a. wide
rmlge of relative orientations. However, the essential
physics call be illustrated by considering a recl.angal-
lar blade of infinite aspect ratio interacting with an
infinite line vortex al all angle 0. Johnson (re['. l) he_s
shown that this problen_ is steady in a coordinate sys-
t.em whose origin trawqs with the interaction of the
[)lade ceuterline and the projectiou of the free vortex
on the blade. (See fig. 1.) Tile steady coordinate
system is
j?/ __ 3' )
, _ (1.1)y =y- MxcotO
The speed at which the origin travels is a function
of the angle O. When 0 = ,'r/2, the vortex is per-
pendicular to the blade and the speed of tile inter-
action point is zero. (See fig. 2.) For increasing
_Mues of 0, tile speed of tile interaction point in-
creases, but. the problem remains steady. For 0 = rr,
there is no spanwise flow dependence, and the prob-
lem is now two-dimensional. (See fig. 3). Ilow-
ever, the cost of this two-dimensional simplification
is that this problem is now intrinsically unsteady be-
cause the speed of the interaction point is infinite.
The blade-vortex interaction may then be classified
by tile two limiting conditions defined by 0 = x/2
and 0 = ,'r. TILe first condition (0 = _r/2) may be
/
/
/
Moo /
I
I _o Centerline 7
Axes moving along
span with vortex
l_y'=y-M cot0
F
Figure 1. Imeraction of inlinilv aspecl ralio blade wi|h trill-
nile line vorlex.
I
0=_
F
Figure 2. Low-speed interacliolt betweeu rotor attd vortex.
M
O = _t; MR = *O
Figure 3. High-speed Jut.erect.ion between rotor and vortex.
called a low-speed interaction (LSI)because this is a
steady problem even in the original coordinat, e sys-
tem. Tile second condition (0 = 7r) may be called
a, high-speed interaction (HSI) because this is eal
u nsteady problem e ven in t he transformed coordinate
system.BothLSIandHSIrepresentrealinteractions
whichcanhavesignifictmteffectson the rotoraero-
dynamics.LSI,for instance,is theprincipaltypeof
interactionwhichoccursduringhoveringflight. LSI
affectsrotor powerandlow harmonicloadiug.HS1
occu_duringhigh-spee(1flight anddescentsandaf-
fectsnoise,vibrations,andthe higherharmonicsof
loading.Furthermore,HSI contains all the physics
of LS[; therefore, the capability to solve for HS| con-
tains the ability to solve LSI. The solution of HSI is
the main study of this report.
1.2. Physical Model
The solution of HSI requires the computation of
the time-varying surface pressures during the vor-
tex passage. Because the angle between the vor-
tex axis _ui(t the blade is zero, no spanwise flows
are induced and the flow can be assumed to be two-
dimensional. The distance between the airfoil and
/,tie vortex is assumed to be large enough to assure
a basically inviscid flow; that is, the vortex does not
distort the airfoil boundary layer. Any shock waves
present are assumed to I)e weak and not. a source of
rotational tlow. With these assumptions, the aerody-
namic problem can be modeled by assunfing a two-
dinvensional potential flow field. The mass conserva-
lion equation for snch a flow field is
Since the flow is isentropic, the fluid density can be
deternlined from the Bernoulli equation
h= 1+-- 7- - .-
(1.a)
These two equations, solved together, constitute a
full-potential nlodel of the flow field. A solution for
these equations can be accomplished by using a finite-
difference algorithm. Such an algorithm, originally
developed by Steger and Caradonna (ref. 2) is pre-
sented in section 2. This scheme is then modified to
include various vortex models.
1.3. Vortex Models
A primary aim of this report is to study the effect.
of various vortex models on the solution of HSI within
the framework of a 2-D potential finite-difference
algorithm. All the_ models are candidates for use
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in 3-D nlethods. Four different methods have been
used to model the vortex:
1. The first model approximates the vortex effect
as a change in airfoil angle of attack. The
velocity field of a point vortex law is used
to compute an induced velocity at the airfoil
quarter chord. This induced velocity is then
applied over the entire airfoil. This is referred
to as the "angle-of-attack method."
2. The second model is related to the first, but,
i ns tead of im posing only a cons t mat veloci ty oil
the airfoil, a distributed velocity field from the
vortex is imposed on the airfoil surface. This
is analogous to a lifting-surface method.
3. The third model is to specify a branch-cut
disconti nuity in the potential field. The vortex
is modeled a_s a jmnp in potential across the
branch cut, the edge of which represents the
center of the vortex. This is referred to as the
"branch-cut n_thod."
4. The fourth method models the vortex by ex-
pressing the potential a_s the sum of a known
potential due to the vortex and an unknown
potential clue the airfoil. This is refi'rred to as
i he "split-potential met hod 7
The first two vortex models are typical of/,lie linear
integral flow methods which are u_d in all the cur-
rently available rotor-_malysis methods. Methods 3
and :t art, flow models of the vortex and can only be
used in finite-difference methods. An important as-
pect of this work is to determine whether this more
elaborate modeling is necessary.
1.4. Historical Background
The problem of blade-vortex interactions is cen-
tral to helicopter aerodynamics because the interac-
tion of the rotor and it.s vortex system can have a
large effect, on the aerodynamic environinent of the
blade. The four vortex models discussed in section
1.3 reflect, tile level of sophisticatiou of the global
theories within which they were developed. To ap-
preciate fully the various vortex models, reviewing
the basics of the global rotor computations is u_ful.
Because of the geometric complexity of the vor-
tex system, early analysts (e.g., Glau,_rt in 1926
(ref. 3)) treated the wake influence on the rotor by
using momentum theory and blade element approxi-
mations. The resulting models led to simple algebraic
equations for the induced velocities. Computing an
effective angle of attack ou each blade segment with
the induced velocity at the disc is possible and is the
essenceof the angle-of-attackmethod.Tile result-
lugangleof attackis thenusedin conjmlctionwith
tabulatedlift, drag,tuld moment data to compute
rotor performmlce. This approach has proven to be
useful in computing total aircraft performance but
is unable to predict accurately the details of the ro-
tor aerodynamic environment. Accurate prediction
of these details could not be performed until the ad-
vent of high-speed computers (circa 1960).
Piziali and DuWalt (ref. 4) proposed the first,
practical nrethod for studying the details of tile rotor-
wake interaction. The complete rotor wake was
modeled with a. series of such line segments. The
velocities induced by each segment at the rotor were
combined to produce an effective angle of attack. Tile
solution then proceeds as before. This improved the
earlier model by allowing for individual blade-vortex
encomlters to be studied. Isay (ref. 5) presented a
more general solution of the induced velocity for a
spiral wake model.
Kocurek (ref. 6) presented an extetrsion of this
method (for hover only) in which the blade was
treated as a lifting surface. The induced velocity was
computed over the entire surface of the blade not
just at one point. The_ velocities were then used to
compute local pressure and lift. Tabulated data were
ttsed to provide the drag and pitching moment with
the solution proceeding as before.
These approaches can be broadly classified as
blade-ele men t integral met hods. Currently they are
the most popular methods of rotor atvalysis in use
(especial ly t.he angle-of-att ack met hod). Numerous
investigators have improved on the basic model cul-
nfinating in the effort by Johnson (ref. 7). Despite an
impressive versatility, however, the blade-element in-
t,egval methods have some serious shortcomings. Pri-
marily the deficiencies of these methods lie in the
use of tabulated airfoil data to provide aerodynamic
forces an<t in the related assumption of local two-
dimensional flow. Furthemmre, unstea<ly aerody-
namic effects are modeled with quasi-steady approx-
imations which are incapable of modeling the truly
unsteady phenomena of transonic flow.
During the time period 1960 1980, the field
of computational fuid dynanfics underwent rapid
growth. C,omputer speeds increa_d to the point
where it became possible to use finite-difference
methods to compute simple rotor flows. Various in-
vestiga.tors (e.g., refs. 8 and 9) addressed the lim-
itations of the integral methods by using finite-
difference methods to compute rotor aerodynanfics,
typically wit, It hybrid methods. The hybrid methods
use finite-difference techniques to solve a limited part
of the flow field and a linear integral method to pro-
vide the global solution. This method provides the
capability to compute the entire transonic no_flinear
flow field near the rotor. An essential difference be-
tween the nonlinear and tile linear integral parts of
the solution is thai the linear ,solutions depend only
on the blade surface and shear layer conditions be-
cause tile speed of sound is assumed to be co_rstant.
In contrast the nonlinear solution depends on flow
conditions in the entire flow field. For rotors, this
field dependence is especially important because tile
field is frequently occupied witll vortices from pre-
vious blades. Therefore, an important part of the
development of rotor finite-difference scltemes is the
means of swcifying vortices.
Caradonna, Tung, and Desopper (ref. 8) devel-
oped the first finite-difference scheme that included
w)rtices in the flow fiel<l. They solved a high-tip-
speed hover problem in which the vortices were spec-
ified as edges of potential discontinuities (l>ranch-cut
method). Tiffs scheme i>roduced goo<t comparisons
with pressure data. Interestingly, reference 8 also re-
ported an inability to obtain a good _lution when
the effect, of the vortex was included only by a blade
surface imqow specification (angle-of-attack metho<l).
Strawn and Caradonna (ref. 9) solved a similar prol>-
lem by using a split-potential model. Their method is
a modified version of a full-potential algorithm devel-
oI>ed by Bridgeman, Steger, and Caradonna (ref. 10).
To date, the forward flight computatious have re-
lied on vortex=induced surlhce inflow boundary con-
ditions (angle-of-attack method) and have been fairly
successful at high advance ratios where the induced
flow is a. small percentage of the total inflow. Never-
theless, there remains a serious questic+l of bow best
t,o introduce moving vortices into a computational
grid and thereby predict their effect,. The mlution of
the 2-D HSI is a convenient testing ground for the
vortex nradeling schemes that are required for the
full 3-D problem.
A number of investigators (refs. 11 t,o 17) have
studied the 2-D HSI problem by using finite-
difference methods. The_ investigators have been
primarily interested in acoust ic effects and have used
modified versions of earlier algorithms and vortex
models. The problem of vortex speeificai, ion has not
been a primary aim of these studies. George and
Chang (ref. 11) modeled the vortex with the ealgle-
of-attack method to investigate the effects of blade-
vortex interactions on noise. Later they extended
their methodology and results to reflect the results
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from the branch-cut method (ref. 12). McCroskey
and Goorjian (ref. 13) introduced the split-potential
method, whi& was first proposed by Steinhoff. (See
ref. 14.) Computations with Euler and thin-layer
Navier-Stokes algorithms have been presented in ref-
erences 15 and 16. Sankar and Malone (ref. 17) pre-
sented a full-potential solution by using a strongly
implicit procedure. All these methods produce re-
suits which are characteristically similar and, to
a limited extent, show good correlation with each
other, especially those methods that employ the split-
potential vortex model.
1.5. Purpose of Current Resem'dl
()fall these nwthods, the full-potential approach
is probably the best. suited to rotor computations
because it. is geometrically general and is much faster
than the Euler and Navier-Stokes methods. The
purpose of the current research is to explore fully
the BVI phenonwna within the context of the full-
potential algorithnL This exploration requires four
major tasks.
The first, task is to develop a full-potential algo-
rithnl which is specifically tailored to solve the BXq
problem. Improvement to previous nlethods include
(1) special boundary conditions to increase flexibil-
ity in modeling airtbils, (2) a "full-potential'" mesh,
(3) allowance for a variable t 'me step in the mrsteady
sohflion, and (4) at, improved method of comput-
ing the ritE'( metric. Details of i.hese improvements
are presented in section 2, which includes a complete
derivation of the full-l)oteutial algorithm.
The second task is to implement the various meth-
ods of modeling a vortex. This task can best. be
accomplished within the framework of a single algo-
rithm. Using a single algorithm elinfinates arty ques-
tion of differences raised by issues such as grid or
boundary conditimrs. The present method provides
a unique opportunity to a.ccomplish this. The full-
pot.exit ial algorithm is modified to include t he effec is
of four different ways to compute the influence of the
vortex. These modifications include
1. Modifications to airfoil boundary conditions
for the angle-of-attack and lifting-surface
methods
2. Swcial internal boundary conditiotrs to imple-
ment the branch-cut method
3. The inclusion of a split-potential model
The split-potential method has not, yet been fully
iulplement.ed for unsteady BVI problems with the
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full-potential flow model; this will be accomplished
for the first time in the present work. Details of the
vortex modeling are presented in section 3.
The third tasks is a unique side-by-side com-
parison between the models. Comparisol_s with
experimental data for subcritical and critical flow
conditions are also made. These comparisons high-
light the merits of the various models. This work
provides the basis for a more systematic approach
to three-dimelrsional computations of blade-vortex
interaction. The results of these comparisons are pre-
sented in section 4.
The fourth task is to make a parametric study of
the BVI problem, which will be the first complete
study presented in the literature. The parameters
studied fall into two categories: (1) flow-field param-
eters and (2) vortex parameters. The results of these
parametric studies are pre,_mted in section 4.
2. Full-Potential Algorithm
The a.erodynanfic problem of HSI will be modeled
with a. potential flow-field assumption. Under this
assumption the basic equatiorrs of fluid dynamics
(lnass, inonientum, energy, trod equation of state)
are reduced to a system of two equations with two
u nknow ns : t he mass conservation equat ion,
o-7+ (e_.)+ _(pey) =0 (2.1)
and the Bernoulli equation,
p= I+--7 - t -q'.- _
(2.2)
In these equations, all velocities are normalized by
ax; distances, by the airfoil chord; time, by c/a_;
and density, by its free-stream value.
2.1. Conservative Fomntflation of
Trmlsformed Equat k)n
The system of equations (eqs. (2.1) and (2.2))
is transformed to a computational plane under the
general transformation
( = ((x,v,t) ]
q= _(x, y,t)
7"--1
(2.3)
and the equations nmst be conservative in these
coordinates. Equation (2.1)is written in conservative
(or divergence) form; that. is,
0Fi
o_f + 0_--7: 0 (2.4)
where Fi is the fltLX of the quantity f (p for the
potential model). This generic form must be main-
tained through the entire solution process (includ-
ing disc retization) if mass conservation is maintained,
Viviand (ref. 18) has derived a general conservation
form for such a generalized coordinale system which
transforms equation (2.1) into
(,,)c% _ +a_ .77,,, +a,, -57,, = 0 (2.5)
where Jn is the aa.cobian of the transformation
(eqs. (2.3)). Under this transtbrmation, the Bernoulli
equation becomes
[ (p= 1+----7-
(2.6)
where V _(1 V are the contravariant velocity vec-
tors, with U being the _eiocity perpendicular to the
7! dit_c tion a_ld g bet ng the velocity pe rpendicu lar to
the _ direction. In general these velocities are detined
aS
U = _r + AI@£ + A2@,j / (2.7)fV Or + A2_£ + Aa_,t
where AI, A2, mid A3 are reel,rio terms detined as
A I = _7(-_'_ = (_ + (_
/A:_ = V,_. V,j = ,j_.+ ,1_
2.2. Computational Gt4d
(2.s)
For the present purposes, three characteristics
are u_fu[ for the computational grid to have. The
first, characteristic is orthogonality, which is useful
because it reduces the complexity of an algorithm.
Tiw second characteristic is that the grid lines con-
form closely to the shape of the airfoil; this increases
the accuracy of the solution. The third character-
ist,ic is that, the grid lines should align with the free
stream aw W fi'om the surface itt order to facilitate the
branch-cut method of modeling the vortex. For these
reasons, an orthogoual H-mesh was dtosen to be used
with the current method, The streanflines and po-
tent ial lines which surround an airfoil in i ncompre,_s-
ible flow form such a grid. This type of grid may
be computed by means of a complex mapping solu-
tion. The Joukowski airfoil transformation is u_d in
t he p resent met hod be cause i t prov ides a convenient
cl_ed-form solution. The grid is generated with the
following st,e ps:
1. Produce a salisfa.ctory stretdted Cartesitm
grid using any method
2. Use the (_,0) coordinates along the front, face
of lhe grid to integrate _ tothe ",:fitface of thed£
grid {this solves for the streamlines around a
circ h')
3. Transform the circle solution by using the
.loukowski transformaticxt to produce the air-
foil solut ion
4. Select an appropriate distributi(xl of points
along t he airfoi I "st ream line'"
5. Interpolate @(_,_/) to find the potential at
each of these points
6. Find the locaion of each of the "off air-
foil" streamlines which ha_e matching poten-
tim v',d ues
7. Forn_ the grid with the resulting set. of points
The details of the development are presented in
appendix A. Since the grid is orthogonal, the tnetric
term A2 is identically zero. Furthernmre. since the
grid is steady, the contravariant velocities become
U = AI_{
V = A 3'I_ '/ J (2.9)
2.3. Mett4c Derivatives
The transformation of the equations to the con>
putational plane gives rise to metric terms (i.e., (,,
1iv) as a result of the chain rule. In matrix form, the
chain rule expaltsion is
(2.1o)
The determinant of the matrix is
D, : x_g_! --xqy£ (2.11)
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(:ramer's rule can be used to solve for
ay "- x_O'/- %0_
Dn
(2.12)
These expressions are
to obtain
_ YTI
applied t.o_ and q, respectively,
(l/_.):- D.
((+_): \ D,,/
('t,,) - 7,,
J,,: D,71
The tern}s Yu' Y£, x,t, and x£ are called the primitive
metrics and are deternfined by the following simple
cenlral difference fornmla_ (for convenience A( =
Aq = 1):
2
' _.' ,JQI-I;-_ (!1i+1--,qi-l)
"2
(xu)ij : (XJ+ 1 --X j-l)
"2
,,J_u,_i- : (.q_+] - vi-i)
2
(2.14)
At the airfoil boundaries, the derivatives in the I/
direction are computed with the aid of a pseudogrid
line inside the airfoil contour. This grid line is
determined with a simple linear extrapolation of the
grid points ofl't he airtoil.
2.4. Boundary Conditions
The four bouudaD' cc_lditions that are iml)_ed
on the flow are associated with(l)the airfoil surface,
(2) tile outer boundary of the grid, (3) tile aft face of
tl,e grid. and (4) the Kutta condition.
2.4.1. Az_foil Surface
[,br inviscid flow, the surface bouudary condition
requires tha! the flow be tangent to the airfoil sur-
face. This requirement can be met by setting the
contravariam wqocity vector V to zero. For a nmsh
which exactly conforms to the airfoil, this leads to
@,_ = 0. One problem with employing this boundary
condition is that a new mesh must be generated with
every new airfoil or airfoil orientation. An alternative
to computing a new grid is to tLse a transpiratio_
rather thm_ a "no-flow" boundary condition. This
approach uses a fixed grid which conforms to some
convenient profile (e.g., a Joukowski airfoil) to ap
proximate the desired profile. The flow must there-
fore pass through the grid surface at an angle _, which
is the angular difference between the grid surface and
the actual surface. Figure 4 illustrates this relation-
ship. The flow normal to the grid surface q':v is
OA: : _._ tan t (2.15)
where _S is the flow velocity tangent to the grid
surface. This condition is merely a generalization
of the usual small-disturbance boundary condition.
Tile value of @u to be used in the actual algorithm
remains to t)e found. Since the coordinate system
is c_'thogonal, the only difference })etween the N and
ON= 0
(a) Flow tangency ou body conlbrnfiug coordinat,.
ON = _S tan E
(b) Flow-through condition on coordinate which approxi-
mates body (geueralkation of small-disturbancel)oundary
condition).
Figure 4. _h'auspirat, iou boundary condi6on at airfoil surl'ace.
q directions is a simple one-dimeirsionaI stret&ing;
therefore,
O3,'
Oft -- _ (2.16)
qN
2.4.2. Outer Boundar*es
Along the outer boundaries, the flow is required to
return to undisturbed conditions. Often, computa-
tional outer boundaries are so close to the airfoi] sur-
face that this condition cannot produce an accurate
or stable result. For these close-grid boundaries, spe-
cial nonrefleetive boundary conditions are imposed.
However, the current grid boundaries are sufficiently
far away (155 chords horizontally and 80 chords w_r-
tically) that the a,_sumption of undisturbed flow is
_Mid. The outer boundary conditions are set with a
Dir |chic t eond it.ion
O = AI_z (2.17)
Aft Face
Along the aft. face of the mesh. the flow is also
required to be undisturbed. However, because the
present method empk)ys a number of branch cuts
(lines of potential discontinuity which model vort.ic-
ity), the potential ccqJlllot ])e easily specified at this
boundary. Instead free-stream conditions are im-
posed by modifying the outgoing flux along the aft
face so that p = 1 is ensured. With the Bernoulli
condition, the following expression for O_ is derived
(,see appendix B):
1 ( Or) (2.18)O_ = _ Jlx Mx
which is u_d in the flux conlputation.
2.4.4. h'ulla Condilion
For the lifting conditions, allowance must be made
for a jump in potential across a. wakelike brandi el|t,
(Kutta condition). This cut extends from the air-
foil trailing edge to the aft face of the mesh (whi&
precludes the use of Dirichlet boundary condit, iol_s
along the aft face). The cut is aligned with the mean
chord line of the airfoil. In an unsteady flow, the
jump in potential F across the cut inttst, be eonvected
downstream. The following equation, governing the
convection of vortieity from /.lie trailing edge, is de-
rived by using the Bernonlli equation and continuity
of density emross the cut (see appendix B):
+ = 0 (2.19)
where (U) is the average of the velocities above and
below the braach cut.. Equation (2.19) is used to
determine the value of l" along the branch cut.
2.5. Difference Equation
Two criteria are useful in develol)ing the difference equation. The first, criterion is that, at. any current time
step, the difference equation be a function of • only. This criterion eliminates the need for solving a system
of equations. The second criterion is that the con_,rvatiou form be maintained. This criterion ensures an
accurate computation of shock motion and strength.
Equation (2.5) may be written by using a. backward difference in t.ime as
l- = 0 (2.20)\"J'_'n )( + \ J,, 1 ,, j
This difference equation maintains the conservation form, but the density st, ill remains at the (N+I) t, ime level:
this can be corrected by expanding the density in a Taylor series expansion as
• " Op A' :\' + 1 O "\:
f'"_+l =p:\ + "5"_'-'(0 -- ) (2.21)
The operator _ is derived from the Bernoulli equation and is expres_d in the following conventional form:
77g) - 7 + + GT,) (2.22)
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A complete derivation of equation (2.22) is provided in appendix C for students who may be unfamiliar with
lhe form. Tile Taylor series must be taken oil both the p:V+l and pA' terms in order to maintain conservation
form. Application of the appropriate time derivatives Or leads to tile tbliowing differential equation:
(2.23)
The ternrs in brackets in equation (2.23) are seen to have a form similar to the time derivatives in the following
non conservative full- pot ent ial equ at.ion:
ff_rr + 2Uib_r + 2Veb,tr = A I (p_-l AI.2)ff_(_ + A3(p-_-I _ A3iI_)O,/,/_ 2UViI_,K (2.24)
Indeed, the term
C* = At :\'p_" -- /_:\"-1 [@rr + AI @_@_r + A:lq'uOvr] A'-I (2.25)
can be thought of as a conservation correct.ion to the equation. This term affects both the mass conservation
and time accuracy of the equation. Substituting equation (2.21) into equation (2.20) now yiehls
(/;_) A:
- T,, [('I'x+ l
'+'+ :'+'v + C,(px pA'-I ,I,A: ,_:\.'- l ,I,:\'-2) 0
(2.26)
The density in the space t.eru_s in equation (2.26) can be computed at. the N time step with an error of only
At. For convenience the space term_ are written in "delta" form. For example, the streamwise fltLX term is
written
0_ U = 6_ P Al0c(_ A+I - _:\) + 3_ U (2.27)
After applying the delta form, dividing through by -(/3At:v), and collecting terms, equation (2.26) becomes
I + A/A'AI _( b_.+ ,3,t \'A:_O,tb, t - At"\'At A'+I \ !3A, j b_
_ .Xt.\.At:\.,+, (.l,,_
\3:,. / 6,, ( _) p"'6;,] ('h'\+i - q_:v)
( J"_ At\A/x+,
+ \_)(/_:\-_ (__t___Q(--xt:\ "] ¢_,\' _ 2,rx-_ + _,:,\'-_) +(¢x_ ¢,\'-_)
"4- \TjAl '\' [AIO_\"-I6_+ A3Off-ld_u] (_A' --OA'-I) + _,7) AIA'(p A'- ¢\-_ ) (2.2s)
Equal.ion (2.28) may be written in the following compact form:
L(¢I_:'\'+I _ _I_A') : R*(pN ¢I_N) _l_ (ciliA" ¢T_N-I)+C*(p.'k',pN-I ' _]_A" _ir'V-1 _I_A,'-2 /_A" /;_A'-l) (2.29)
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where
and
[ (Al) @A (A.#) ]t,S-_ ) 7,, (2.30)
+ it 7} At"" [AI_\'-I6, + A31_'-16,,] (i A' _ q,.'\'-l) (2.31)
The left-hand side term L is simply the time update term which arises from tile delta form of tile equation. The
term A_ :\: actually arises from the left-hand side operator but is placed on the right-iiand side for operalional
reasolLs, R* is the spatial flux evaluated at, time step N, and C* is the conservation correction term.
2.6. Imp lementlng the Algoritlini
2.6.1. Basic Di.ffcrcnc_ Operators
Equatioll (7.78) must liOW be inqJlemented. The basic difference operator for tinle is
_:\'+1 _ _:'\'
6rq_ - .kS.v+ 1 - _r (2.32)
The velocity terni ff_, which is used in the computation of L and R, is formed with a cenlral difference
_i+l - ffi-l (2.33)(_,<)_ = 2
The computation of the corresponding _,j l.erm nmsl. allow for jumps in q across branch cu|s. For convenience,
the g_'id is assumed to t)e permeated with horizont_ hrauch cuts whi& lie slightly above the grid points. Ea&
grid point has a jump in potential I' associated with it.. The value of F is zero everywhere except along ml
actual branch cut. A difference expression which accounts for this field of branch cuts is
(_,t)j = l[_j+l --(_j + l'j) + _j -- (_j-I + Fj-I)] (2.34)
Figure 5 illustrates the velocity conll)utatiou near a vortex branch (;tit..
2.6.2. Flu_: Operator OiffcrcTicmg
Each of the spatial flux terms is made ill) of the product, of three terms: (]) a velocii.y terni, (2) a density
term, and (3) a lnetric term. This product., which is the local lna_ flux, is computed al, the midpoint between
two grid nodes. The velocity term is coniputed by using a one-sided difference
(I{)i+(1/7) = _IJi-4-1 -- _i (2.35)
2.6.2.1. Flux &_lsity term (.switching). The density ternis are used to aid the stal)ility of the algorithm.
Because the ttSI problem is transonic, the type of the equa.tic_l will change from elliptic to hyperbolic depending
on local Mach number. Stability is achieved by switching the type of operator with the equation type. To
illustrate the requirement for switching, consider the following two-dimensional equation:
(1 - 31_ ) i_._: + i,qu = 0 (2.36)
I
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Figure, 5. ('.Oml)u(a(,ion o[' velocity at. grid lvoint bL lield perlueat,ed with branch cuLs.
We define ol)erators such that
_'a.@, - 'I)i - 'I_i- ! (2.37a)
It has lollg I_en recogllized that the scheme
A,,I,i _ 01+1 - OiAae (2.37b)
(1-M_:) V_.A, 4,+ XTv_kv@ = 0 (2.as)
is stable for .'Llx < 1 and that
(,- v A: =o (2.a9)
is stable for Mx > 1. A problem arises when we try t.o use either of the_ schemes alone for a transonic flow.
Equation (2.39) is divergent if Mx. < 1 and equation (2.38) is convergent for Mx > 1 only if
._ka.
<1
which is impractical for Mx near 1. Stability is achieved by switching from equation (2.38) to equation (2.39)
depending on local Math number. In the present, algorithm, this switching would lead to a complex matrLx
form which is costly to evaluate. However, Hoist and Ballhaus (ref. 19) introduced another type of switching
which is well suited to the conservative form of the equation and reduces the complexity of the matrix. In
their scheme, the density is e_luated centered in nil&ell for subsolii¢ riow. For supersonic flow the density is
upwind bland, thal is, evalua_,ed at tile upst, rean_ cell center. (See sketch A.) A paranml.er is t,h_,n employed
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Spacial differencing and stablility:
Stable difference for spacial flux in subsonic flow is
i-1 i i+l
)x [_> "-" "-"(P_x = V(Pi+l/2 A0) • _ x_ •
_ 12(Pi + Pi+l )
Centered difference:
Stability in supersonic regions requires upwing biasing and
a simple way to accomplish this is
(P_x) = V(Pi+l'2A_)£PI-3,2 £Piil,2
This remains a centered scheme; p is shifted however
Sketch A
which switches the densily from centered to Ul)st, rean] based on the local Mach number. The flux (without the
metric term for simplicity) is
" Pi + P;-1 ]b,_(p3{_)-- (1 - //i/),+1) +Pi + I/i (_i+1 - _i)2 2
- [(1-1"i-1)Pi+Pi-I +t/i-lPi-l+Pi-'2'] ('_i-_i-l'22 (_.4o)
The sw it,ching parameter v is de fine d as
v = 0 (v* < 0 {subsonic)) {2.41)
v-- 1 (v* > 1 (supersonic))
The parameter C is used to provide additional numerical viscosity in the supe_onic region. The form of C is
completely arbitrary. In the present method, C is varied linearly with the local Mach number M t, by using
t, lw following equation:
(' = 16M/- 10.8
where this form was deternfined by tmmerical experiment. The critical density p* is deterndned with the
free-stream Mach number as
2.6.2.2. Flux melt'it term (consistcT_! differencing). Comptltation of the flux metric terms poses a special
problem. The flux metric term is
A, =
i+ 1/;_ \ 3 ,, J i+ 1/22
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Tile simplest method of evaluating this is to average the values at, the nodes so that
= i-t'l 2 (2.43)
This evaluation ceai lead to all error for a grid with stretching. Tile error occurs because tile values _. and qu
are computed by using central differences (eqs. (2. 13) and (2.14)), and therefore, information from node (i- 1)
to (i + 2) is used to compute the metric term at (i+ 1/2). This "extra" data acts to reduce the accuracy of
the metric computation especially for regions where the metrics change rapidly. The effect, of the diminished
accuracy is to introduce an artificial mass into the flux coinputation. The extra mass can be removed by the
use of a free-stremn subtraction matrix. This matrix is generated by speci@ing free-stream eonditious on the
mesh (_ = Alx;v) and computing the value of Rx = R(q' = Mxx). The matrix R_c is then subtracted from
R in su[_sequeut computations to restore the mass balance.
Flores et ,'d. (ref. 20) recently proposed a superior method of computing the metric which eliminates this
problem. Their method involves calculating the flux metric terms at the same points in space at. which the
flux is differenced. The method is referred to as the "co|tsistent-|netric method." Consider, for example, the
incompres,;ible mass conservation equation which Inust hold for the free-stream subtraction to be zero
AI_I'_'_ (A:_q'_
j,, ,/_ + -- 0 (2.44)\ J,, /,j
tlere, the density is set. to 1. and front the chain rule,
1('I'_. - q.,?_,,j) ]
,_ = _,.,.,.I-L(,i, .,. - q.,.,_,,j ) = q.v
(2.45)
With equations (2.-15) emd (2.13), equation (2.44) becomes, for free-stream conditions,
M_( Y0_ - YoJ ) = 0 (2.46)
It theretbre follows that the metric difference operators nmst commute in order to produce a zero fl'ee-stream
subtraction. For this method, the primitive metrics (in the ¢ direction) tu'e computed by using a backward
di ft'erenc("
- };t:_i+l/2,j = Xi+ 1 -- x i. (2.47)
Y_i+l/2.j = Yi+I -- Yi
the q derivatives are
The determinant D,,, is
. 1 - - /
'r'J_+_/zJ - _ [( a')'+l x)-l)i+ 1 2- 2 +( z_+t xJ-i)i]
1
(2.48)
O,,, = Y_h,i- _,l.q_ (2.49)
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and
Tile flux metric term becomes
(
\ D,,, )
- _.._
7l'tt- Dm
J_. -=- I)_ 1
(2._o)
_+ _usy
i+1/2 'Ira
(2...51)
is comput.ed in an mlalogous fashion.
The consistent difference therefore localizes the computation of the metric; thus, the extraneous data are
elinfinated from the computation. Therefore, three sets of metrics exist.: one each for the _ mid q flm¢ terms
and one at the nodes. Although the consistent, metric method requires more storage space and complicates the
coding, it provides a more robust method of COml_nl.ing the metrics and has been incorporated in the present
method. The final form of the tltcx term is
6_[pAl,6_'_] = [(1-b'i) pi+l +Pi +piP, . +P/-l] (A l) (_i+1 _ _i )
•2 2 i+l/_
- (1- Ui_l) p; +Pi-I +ui_ 1 (0 i - _I'i_l) (2.52)
:2 2 _ i_1t v
Equations (2.52), (2.41), (2A0), (2.35), (2.:N), (2.33), and (2.32) are used in the iniplenientation of
equation (2.28).
2.6.3. Approzimatc Factori-ation
A noIicOlllpacl matrix inve_ion as follows is still required to solve equation (2.29):
LA_ A'+I = I-U\'
In order to reduce t.he matrix to compact forni, the operator L is approxinlately factored. The equation
beconles
L,/L_A_ a'+l = R :v (2.53)
The operators L_ and LT/are cho_n so that (1) their product, is approximately equN to L (to within an error
which does not exceed the discretization error), (2) only simple matrix operations are required to obtain the
solul.ion, and (3) the overall scheme is stable. The present method uses factors which are associated with the
two space derivat.ives, and this leads to an ADI type scheme. The factor LTp is
,"+'(J") #0,,]
The form of L I is similar. The final form of equation (2.29) is
(2.55)
Both operators L£ and L,j yield t.ri(liagonal matrices. For example,
L,,(_* -- A_'__ l + B_ + CcI'._+l (2.56)
where
A __
U
C
r" _,
,-At _ A:j(I,,/\'
,x,,:,. :,..+_(.1,, "_ A._ :,j+ _+ :,j
\,3m / (T/ ) j+ll.2 2
1+ AI"\'A# "\'+
+..xt_._r,.+_(J,,'_ A._ ,./+,j_t]\,f\l(T/)j-if2 2
At:'\" Aa_,j
2.6.4. lmph'men ring BouT_daq# Cmlditton.s
(2.57)
The t)oundary conditions are implemented implicitly in the algorithm. This implemention will require
modifications to both the right- and left-han(l sides of the I/ sweep of the equation, For the upper surface of
the airfoil, the operator L,j becomes
A"_\r"+|A"_l(_a*_ll "_';'\'%k'A:'+'l[ A]'IT_t I [))+|-If-f)_(¢j-_-l _IIj) lA'_ril-_ D_%,A_%'IL ]L,j@* = _I,_ + 2 3A' j+(l/'_) 2 ,s'
(2.58)
Here the term AS, refers to the change in velocity on the upper surface from time N to N + 1. Because this
is a known quantity, it, can be brought to the right-hand side. The equation then becomes
_ =%tA;A;i_I,, .ikS;), - _t:,:AtA:+l t,O,A.j(_.._)S(3,,)A', p,s.A,S,;t:
pm',b'u
s
(2.r)9)
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wh er e
A=O
_t'_'÷lAt :\_ A,_ P i+I + P i
B = 1 + f_:\,, j+ll'z 2
C
R represents t hat portion of t he ri_t-han d side which is unchanged at, tile boundar y, and t he sut>sc ript u refers
to the upper surface conditions. The modification on tile lower surface is similar to that on the upper surface
and can be determined by symn_etry.
2.6.5. Solution/teps
The solution is obtained in three steps by the following equations:
L,_q_* = R (2.60)
L_ :\'+_ = ¢_* (2.61)
_,\'+1 = q_',: + A@?,'+l (2.62)
The value q_:"'+ 1(_, 0) is the solution of the full-potemial equation for the flow abou| the airfoil at the nexl,
time step. Given this solution, the velocity and pressure on the airfoil surface may be calculated. The vortex
model is introduced as a modification to either the I>omldary con<litions or the basic algorithm.
2.7. Steady-State Algorithm
A special form of the algorithm is employed in the solution of a steady problem. For steady problems,
equation (2.55) is modified to remove all temporal terms mid the resulting equation is solved with pseudo t.ime
terms which act to update the solution. Equation (2.&5) becomes
: (L)
The value of At"" is then oscillated for a number of time steps. Each successive value of ,Xt act.s to reduce the
magnitude of the error in a limited frequency range. By oscillating ,Xl, the error for a wide range of frequencies
is reduced to make the most etficient use of each computational sweep. With this met.hod, approximately 400
"tinw steps" ea'e required to drive the residual to an acceptable _alue, whereas 2000 steps are required with
the full algorithnl (with all the time terms included).
The residual is determined by the following steps:
1. (',ompute the value of R at. the first, step
2. Survey R to obtain it.s ma×imum local value RI
3. At each sub_quent computational step, obtain R_ (the maximum local value of R)
4. Determine the value of R,,/RI which is the normalized residual
When this value reaches 10 -4 the computation has converged.
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3. Vortex Models
In _ction 2, an algorithm for solvingfor the
potentialflow field aroundall airfoil in transonic
flowwaspresented.This algorithm is now modified
to include the effect of a two-dimensional vortex
passing near the airfoil. The four models for the
vortex discussed in section 1.3 are used: the angle-
of-attack method, the lifting-surface method, the
branch<ut method, and the split-potential method.
These n_thods may l)e grouped into two categories.
(_e fig. 6. )
The firsl category called the surface-specification
methods model the effect, of the vortex as an imposed
normai velocity distril>utic_l on the airfoil surface.
Both the angle-of-attack and lifting-surface methods
fall into this category. These methods originated
within liuear-integr',d rotor theories. The effect of
the vortex on the general flow field is usually not
considered in the_" theories. The_" models are valid
for linear flow fields.
For prol>lems characterized by tile trat_sonic non-
linearity (that is, with a Slx_ed of _und that varies
throughout the flow field), a surface effect cannot
completely model the effect of the vortex; therefore,
it is necessary to insert, the vortex explicitly into the
grid. This category is called explicit models; both
the branch-cut and split-potential models fall into
this category.
The vortex modeling begins with the ideal two-
dimensional vortex potential:
F
G = ---0 (3.1)
2a-
where 0 is the angle subtended by the vortex and the
field point. The tangential velocity at the field poim
is
F
_'0 = _ (3.2)
The singularity at, v = 0 is the source of numerical
instabilities and requires the use of an artificial core.
In the following tasks, the model developed by Scully
(ref. 21) given in the following equation is used:
(3.3)
Branch cuts Vortex potential
or velocity field
specification
Explicit models
Figure 6. Pfincil>al vol%ex models.
Blade inflow
specification
Surface-specification model
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where a is the vortex "core"radius. Tile word
coreis usedin theconventionalsensethat is usedin
thehelicopterindustry;that is, it refersto a region
of rotationalflownearthevortexcenterof rotation.
This rotationalflowmaybe restrictedto a.discrete
regionill somemodelsor it maybemodeledby a
decayfunctionas in equation(3.3). The radius a
definesthe region in which the flow is rotational;
within this region, the potential equation model of
the vortex is invalid.
The vortex is moved through the computational
grid by integrating the flow velocity at. the vortex
over the current time step
x;Y = x;):+
Iy,i\+l = y,(V+ _,A_.\' (3.4a)
The vortex convection velocities U,, and I't. can be
determined by three different methods: (I) a priori
Sl,'cification, (2) interpolation, and (3) the _vlocity
fiekl of a point vortex.
By far, the easiest, method is to specify a.n initial
posit ion and then allow l.he vortex to convect at the
free-streanl speed. The equations most often used
are
l,',, = 3I-_ _, (3.4b)fV,, = 0
Equat.ions (3.4b) prod uce a "fixed-path" interact iou.
Although specifying the vortex is a trivial matter
in a 2-D flow problem, it is tlie usual procedure
in 3-D integral computations of advancing rotors
because of the cost and conq)lexity of finding the
wake deformation. This method is also very u_fnl
for various comparison studies.
3.1. The Surface-Speclfication Methods
The surface-specification models are produced by
modil_'ing the airfoil surface boundary conditions
based on mi assumed vortex velocity field. This
approach is basically the same as assuming that the
vortex velocity may be superimposed on the general
flow problem in the same way as a gust velocity
would be modeled. The accuracy of this assumption
depends on the location of the vortex with respect
to the airfoil. If the vortex is far enough away, the
field which it, produces does resemble a gust field. A
corrstant velocity field produces the angle-of-attack
method, and a variable velocity field produces the
lifting-surface method. Furthermore, if the vortex is
far enough away from the airfoil, the signal arrives at.
the various points along the airtbil at approximately
the same time: such a solution would be a close
approximatiou to the exact solution of the flow field.
ltowever, the effect of a finite signal propagation
speed is still violated by these methods and this
becomes increasingly important as the vortex nears
the airfoil particularly for transouic flow conditions.
The surface specificMion models are not capable of
modeling the "time laf between a signal arriving at
a point on the airfoil surface near/,lie airfoil and the
signal arriving on the opposite side of the airfoil.
3.1.1. A uglc-of-Attack Method
The angle-of-attack n_q.hod is the simplest pos-
sible model of tile effect, of a vortex on an airfoil.
Equation (3.3) is used to compute the velocity at. the
airfoil quarter-chord. With this wqocit,y, a vortex-
induced angle of attack is computed. (See fig. 7.)
The velocity Wrl)endicular to the chord line is (if
the leading edge is at x = O)
vl,'a = tb cos O = (3.5)
The vortex-induced angle of att.a& is
% = tan _ (3.6)
I :x
This angle is added to the airfoil angh' ofatt.ack. The
I_otential lield is then computed as before. The attgle
of atack is updated at, each time step as the vortex
moves by tile airfoil.
The airfoil is therefore assumed to be a point in
space. In order for this solution to be valid, the vor-
t.ex must I)e far enough away for this approximation
to be accurate (e.g., the signal nmst arrive at. every
point on the airfoil simultaneously).
v_c
Fv_ V_L_ F 0"25-Xv
Figure 7. Angle-of-attack vortex model.
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3.1.2. Lift, ng-Surface Method
The lifting-surface method is the most general
form of the surface-specification models. As witll
the angle-of-attack method, equation (3.3) is used to
compute the induced velocity at the airfoil surface.
(See fig. 8.) However, unlike the angle-of-attack
method, the velocity is allowed to vary over the
surface. This provides a more physically accurate
model of the effect. For the lifting-surface method,
equation (3.5) is modified and is
_'_ = V0cosO = r [(x/c)-A',]
 7;7 j (3.7)
With t his dlange, the computation proceeds as in the
angle-of-attack method.
The airfoil is therefore assumed to be a lifting
surface. In order for this solutic_l to be accurate,
the signal must arriw, al. the upper and lower surface
simu ]tan eously.
3.2. Explicit Models
3.2.1. BraT_ch-('ut Method
Caradonna (ref. 22) was the first, to u_" an explicit
method vortex model with a finite-difference rotor
computation. The branch-cut method, which he used
for steady 3-I) flows, is based upon the known poten-
tial _)lution for a two-din_nsional vortex (eq. (a.1).
This l×)tential is implenaented by means of a branch
cut whicll extends from the cem.er of tile vortex to
the all face of the computational gid. (,gee fig. 9.)
A jump iq potential equal to 1' is iml)o_d across the
cut. Because equation (2.34) has already been im-
plemented to account for the wake cut, no changes
in the _dgorit.hn_ are required.
v(x/c)
r 1
Fv_ F (x/c) - x v
r2
Figure 8. Lifting-surface vortex model.
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• Cj+F v
-,j
Figure 9. Branch-cut vortex model.
At first the branch-cut method seems to be well
suited to a potential finite-difference algorithm. Dif-
ficulties arise, however, in unsteady problems when-
ever the vortex is moved. A,s the edge of the cut
moves past a node, an abrupt change in the local
potential occurs. This sharp change causes spuriotts
waves which affect the entire flow field. The problem
can be ,solved by spreading the edge of the branch
cut, that is, by distributing vorticity on the vari-
ous nodes which surround the vortex center. The
simplest distribution itwo[ves the use of the near-
est four grid points. The distribution is weighted
so that the "center of gravity" of the vorticity repre-
sents the center of the vortex. With four grid point&
this will uniquely deternfine the vortieity distribu-
lion. Increasing the number of points would require
an arbitrary distribution to be imposed upon the vof
ticity. With this modification, the vortex may be
moved from cell to cell smoothly and the spurious
waves are reduced (not eliminaI.ed). The nmthod of
distributing the vorticity is ilhrstrated in figure 10.
The vertical distribution of vorticity is
F 1 =I',, (1 Yl--Yv) (a.s)
and
F2 = Fv - FI
The horizontal distribution of vorticity is
(3.9)
F 4 1' x 1 -- X _,= _ (3.10)
X *
an d
Fa = F2 a¢2 - x,, (3.11)
it'*
The main vortex al. (a',,, ,q,, ) is then modeled with two
branch cuts of varying strength; this can be called a
two-cut model. The vortex roW, in fact, be nrodeled
by any arbitrary distribution. Stremel (ref. 23) uses
a method in which the vortex is modeled with an
area-weighted distribution of vorticity. A parabolic
(x4, Y4)
J
r4
._ (Xy y3)
J
F3
X*
--_ (Xl, Y 1)
F 1
y*
--._ (x2, Y2)
r2
Figure 10. Dist.ril_ution ol" vort.icity to lbur points neatxest
vortex.
distribution of vorticity in the horizontal direction
coupled with a linear vertical variation was used in
reference 24. The effe¢l, of distributing the branch
cuts is to create an artificial core for the vortex. The
efficacy of the core is dependent upon ihe distrilmtion
of the nodes which are in the vicinity of the vortex.
Becmt_ each of the separate branch cuts repre_nts
a separate subvortex and each subvortex has its own
singular point,, the core is very sensitive to the grid
geome try.
Another problem associated with moving the vor-
tex is concerned with computing the vortex convec-
tion velocity. Interpolation of the local velocities near
the vortex is the only available means of comput-
ing the vortex velocity directly. Tile interpolation is
complicated by the fact that tile vortex creates st, ch
a large local disturbance; separating the effect of the
flow field ou tile vortex from the effect, of the w)rtex
on the flow field is difficult. One major shortcoming
of tile branch-cut method is no good way" exists to
separate the effects because the branch cut. contains
t he combined potent ial of t he vor rex, the free stream,
and tile airfoil. The vortex-induced velocities domi-
nate the flow near the vortex and make aa accurate
interpolation very difficult. The velocity at. the vor-
tex may be approximated by using the velocity field
of a point vortex in conjunction with the lift. on the
airfoil. In this approach, equation (3.3) is es_utially
used in "reverse" with F being t.hejump in potential
at the airfoil trailing edge (and hence a measure of
the airfoil lift).
Another feature of the branch-cut method is the
fact thai it requires a difference equation (eq. (2.34))
to implement the effect of the vortex. That is, tile
vortex effect is specified entirely by the potential
jump which is represented by the differencing across
the branch cut. The accuracy of this difference is also
<lependen! upon the local grid geometry. Therefore
the accuracy of the vortex model changes as the
vortex moves through the mesh. The distribution of
the vorticity on the mesh further distorts the model
by increasing the mesh delu'ndence. A successful
branch-cut model is therefore a eompronti_ _ between
an effective core model and all accurate vortex model.
3.2.2. ,qplil-PolcT_ lial Me lh od
An alternative to the t)ranch-cut method is the
split-potential method. (See fig. l l.) In this ap-
proach, the velocity is assumed to be a combination
of a known velocity and a perturbation velocity as
follows:
q = V6 +V G (:1.12)
where VG is the known velocity fieht solution and _'¢
is a lxerturbation velocity, which need not be small.
The total potential for the blade-vorlex prol)lem can
be split between the perturbation potential (associ-
ated with tile airfoil) and the potential G, whirl1 de-
scribes the vortex velocity tieht, as follows:
=6+ G (3.13)
Any potential algorithm may be nvadified in this way
to include the effects of a known w'locity component
and a perturl_ation velocity. Ftmhermore, the po-
tential G need n¢_ represent a vortex but can ill fact.
represent any flow fiehl which independently satis-
ties the potential equation. When equation (3.13)
Figure 11. Splil.-lvolential vorlex model.
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isappliedto equation(2.28),tile followingequation
results(in thecompactformsimilarto eq.(2.29)):
L(p', .'k0 x+l ) = l_(t, x, 0 v +G x
+ C*(p \ /_-I, 0.\', Ox-' ,ga.\'-'e,!3x,3x-t )
+ C*( G :v, G x- 1, G x-'2,3 x ' 3x- _)
+A0 \" + AG x - L(p '\, AG v+l) (3.14)
The Bernoulli equation undergoes a similar
modification
p:V= p(4A" +G A:) (3.15)
Tile left-hand side of equation (3.14) is identical
t.o the original algorithm (eq. (2.28)). The right-
hand side contains additional spatial and temporal
gradient terms in G, including the update operator
L(G).
hnplementation of equation (3.14) has proven
to be a challenge to several researdlers who have
sought to simpli_" tile equation. (See refs. 7, 13,
and 17.) The principal focas of these studies has
been in eliminating the temporal gradient terms in
G. These tertm [_se a particular prolAem Ix, cause
/.hey involve the potential G explicitly. Computing
these terms requires tile tracking of a branch cut
through the flow, ill effect, the split-potential model
is reduced to a branch-cut model. This will be
particularly dilficuh for the complex geometry of the
fidl 3- D problem. Furt her more, it is advantageous to
,nininfize the computational requirenmnts a,_ nmch
as possible. Mc('.roskey and Goorjian (ref. 13) have
shown (for a small disturbance formulation) that
L(G) and ,XG "\' can be eliminated since the vortex
l)otential (eq. (3. 1)) is a ,solution to
LAG = 0 (3.16)
Therefore, a "small disturbance version" of equa-
tion (3.14) wouht be
L(p:\', _k0 :\'+l ) = R*(p x, 6 \ +G x ) +A# \: (3.17)
because C* terms are not present in a small distur-
bance form. Sankar and Malone (ref. 17) restricted
the _lulion to his algorithm to a so-called "weak
split-potential" approach ill which the temporal gra_
dient and most of the spatial terms in G are simply
dropped.
Tile pre_nt method is neither asmail disturbance
or weak split-potential form. In spite of this, tile
algorithm coal be simplified by using a method pro-
posed by Roger Strawn, Aeroflightdynamics Direc-
torate, U.S. Army Aria*ion and Missile Cc_nntand,
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Ames Research Center. Tile first, step is to recast.
equation (3.14) as
L(p 'v, ._k__v+l ) = R*(pV,0 _ + G N )
+ C.(px, p_'-I , ¢/_', Or-I, 0_-'2, j.v ,3'_'-I)
+C*(G A=,G\-I Gv-_,d.V, 3 ,v-I)
+ _O '_ + _G v (3.18)
The update operators L have been recombined to
include the total potential. The temporal conser-
vation correction term C* in G has been retained,
since there is no way to effectively separate tile G
and 0 parts of the detLsity. The effect, of these
terms on the solution is discussed in section 4. So-
lution of equation (3.18) is achieved as before with
equations (2.60), (2.61), and (2.62), which produces
@:\'+1. A final step is added to obtain 0
6:\'+1 = @A'+I _ AGN+I (3.19)
In implementing t,he_ equatiolLs, the velocity due
to the vortex is computed by equation (3.3). The
velocity components art,
and
G_, - (3.20)
2r \r _ + a_
GY -- 2-'7_\r 2 + a 2' (3.21)
These equations are transformed into G¢ and Gq by
G¢. = G+a'¢ + Gyy¢ (3.22)
all d
G,; = G,x, I + G,_y,j (3.23)
The time derivative terms are obtained with the
chain rule as
Gr = G_{T + G qqr + G/t r (3.24)
This value may be determined most easily in an axis
system fixed to the vortex. In this system, the vortex
is fxed and the airfoil, to which tile grid is attached,
moves past it. In this system
GI -- O
Or = - _'
& = -U,,
(3.25)
therefore,
AG = _tXGr (3.26)
Useof equation(3.26)eliminatesthe needto con>
pute G explicitly and hence tile need to track a
branch cut. Equati_as (3.20) through (3.26) are
used to implement the split-potential method in the
present algorithm.
4. Computational Results
The presentaticxl of computed results is divided
into four sections. Section 4.2 reports results ob-
tained for simple flows (with no vortex interaction)
in order to establish tile validity of tile basic algo-
rithm. Section 4.3 is aJl introduction to the results
obtained in a HS1 computat, ica_. The major fi_at,ures
of the interaction are presented for a typical case.
The graphical presentation of data which describes
the interaction is presented and explained. The .sen-
sitivity of the algorithm to both time step and ran-
dom disturbances is discussed. Section 4.4 presents a
comparison of tile results obtained with the four vor-
tex models. Conlparisons with experimental data are
also made. Section 4.5 l)resents a parametric sl.udy
of the effects of some key paramel.ers such as Math
number, vortex strength, nfiss distance, vortex core
size, and angle of attack.
4.1. Executing t he Algorithm
4.I. 1. Execulzng Basw A _ffoil SolutioT_
A basic airfoil solution consists of the steady flow
around an airfoil at a fixed angle of attack. The
steady-state version of the algorithm (eq. (2.59)) is
used to generate this solution. Figure 12 depicts
the maximum residual convergence history for an
NACA 0012 airfoil at. o "-- 0 ° and several Mach
numbers. The residual is reduced by oscillating the
pseudo tinle At between the values 0.0D1 and 5 for
the first 20 iterat ion steps• Tit is osc illat ion drops the
value of Rmax approximately 1 order of magnitude.
The pseudo time is then tgxed at At = 0.001 to
mininfize shock oscillation problems for the higher
Mach numbers. Fixing At results in the unusual
flattening of the curve at about 100 time steps. After
this point, At = 0.001 is not the optimum choice
to reduce R. However, the current scheme provides
a suitable method for reducing R to an acceptable
value over the widest, range of flow conditions.
4.1.2. E.ecu ling HSI Problem
The solution of a blade-vortex interaction prob-
lem proceeds in two steps. The firs| step is the com-
putation of a steady-state solution. The steady-state
.g,
Z_
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Figmr,, 12. Maximum residual couvergencv hi.,story for NA('A
0012 airlbil at several Math numbers and _ = 0°.
solution may be produced with or wit.hout the pres-
ence of the vortex; however, for convenience the vor-
tex is inchlded. The vortex is initially fixed at. some
distance upstream (usually about 10 chords) and the
steady flow about the airfoil is computed. After the
steady-state solution is O)t, ained, tile vortex is al-
lowed to move along a path det.ermined by equa-
tions (3.43). A swcitied path is produced by using
equations (3.4b) to compute vortex velocities. As the
vortex moves through the computational grid, the
time step is varied by using the following relationship
which was established by numerical exl)erimentation:
At -- 0.r, + m.405)]
10.405 k 0.522}/M:x
(4.1)
Equation (4.1) is designed to provide a sufficient
number of steps withiu each grid cell io assure prq)er
resolution of the vortex. Thus, when tile vortex is far
from the airfoil, At is large to minimize the number of
s te ps requi red for the solu ti on ; and w hen i t is n ear the
airfoil, At is small to enhance accuracy. Application
of a varying time step reduces the time requirements
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for computationbyasmuch as a factor of 6 over a
constant time ste p,
4.1.3. Data Recovery
Tile velocities in the flow field are conlputed by
the central difference equations (2.33) and (2.34). In
the physical frame they become
a = _I,_ _.+ 'Ib 71. "[
] (4.2)
Pressure is calculated by using the isentropic flow
relati_is whidl lead to
.6
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cv-- (1/2)hU_ (p_- 1) (4.3)
Lift on the airfoil is calculated by using the trape-
zoid rule to integrate the pressures to get
1ct = 2 ( Ac t, d( (4.4)
where _ = _. The integration with respect to
the square root of the surface coordinate increases
the accuracy in the leading-edge region. The M_h
nuulber is
- 3% (4.5)
The density is computed directly from the Bernoulli
equation (eq. (2.2))
i'=p_ 1 + "- 7 _
4.2. Results From Basic Airfoil Solution
Before presenting the results for the HSI problem,
it is useful to demonstrate the validity of the basic
algoritlun by COml)arisons with the results obtained
by olher researchers and by experiment for steady
and unsteady flow problems.
4.2. I. ('ompar,son With O*qgi)mt Algorithm
3'lie basic schenr, used in the present method
is an extension of a method developed by Steger
and Caradonna (ref. 2). The first, step in verifying
the pre_nt method is to demonstrate the ability
to reproduce their results. The predicted midchord
_xlues of Q, of a parabolic arc airfoil as it. thickens
then thins for a free+t.ream Math number of 0.85
Figure 13. Pressure coelficient.s at nfidchord for parabolic
arc airfoil as it, thiekel_ then thins lot Mx = 0,85 and
r = 0,104. Small disturbance grid used.
and maximum thickness r of 0.104 are presented in
figure 13. The results for the pre_nt method were
predicted by using a ',_mali-disturbance" type mesh
(see step 1 in section 2.2); reference 2 also itses such a
mesh. Figure 13 demonstral.es very close agreement
between the present method and reference 2.
/j.2.2. Subcrit*cal Flow
Although HS1 is, in general, a transonic flow prob-
lem, the demonstrated ability to COmlmte subcritical
flows is necessary to establish confidence in the al-
gorithm. Figure 14 presents computed results for an
NACA 0012 airfoil at, Mx = 0.63 and o = 2° along
with the results of Hoist (ref. Z5).
Figure 15 presents calculated results (performed
by Michel Costes of the Office National d'Etudes et
de Recherches Aerospea lab (ON ERA ), who had been
provided with the present code) for an Aerospatiale
RA16SC1 airfoil at Mx = 0.30 and ,= 0°. The re-
suits are compared with experimental data generated
by ONERA and provided for this comparison. Both
comparisons demonstral.e the ability of the present
algorithrn to predict accurately the subcritical flow
about an airfoil. The correlation with the Aerospa-
time RA 16SC 1 airfoil is pattie ularly good considering
the large difference between the surface grid line (ob-
tained from the Joukowski airfoil) u_,d to represent.
the airfoil surface and the actual airfoil surface.
4.2.3. Supercrltical Case
A demonstrated ability to compute supercritical
flow is necessary in order to proceed with the HSI
problem. Figure 16 presents computed results for
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Figure 14. Pressure coefficients for NA('.A 0012 airfoil at M-. = 0.(;3 and _ = 2 °.
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Figure 15. Pressure coefficients for Aerospatiale RA16SCI
airlbil at M,c = 0.30 and o = 0°. Dat.a I'rom Michel
Costes, ONERA.
an NACA 0012 airfoil at Mx = 0.8 and a' = 0 °.
The surface pressures are compared with results
generated by Bridgemau, Steger, and Caradonna
(ref. 10), which were provided by him for this com-
parison. Close examination of the figure reveals a
slight difl_'rence in shock location between the two
models. This difference is prohably caused by the dif-
ference in grid metric computation. The Bridgem_m
method u_,s the free-stream subtraction method to
remove the metric truncation error and the prep'hi
met hod uses consistent met ric differeuci ng.
Figure 17 presents calculated results for an Aero-
spatiale RA16SC1 airfoil at Mx = 0.76 and _ = 0 °
{provided by Costes). The results are compared
with experimental data generated by ONERA. The
correlation is good, except for a slight difference
in shock location which is probably due to viscous
effects on the real airfoil.
4.Z4. Oscillating AUfo*I
The ability t.o predict, unsteady flows is necessary
in order to proceed with the HSI problem. Figure 18
presents calculated results for an NACA 0012 air-
foil at Mx = 0.755 and a = 0 ° and exverimental
results from Goorjian and Guruswamy (ref. 26).
Comparison of the two results shows excellent agree-
ment. Figure 19 presents the results for an oscil-
lating NACA 0012 airfoil. Figure 18 is the steady
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Figure 17. Pressure coellicient,s for Aerospatiale RA16SCI
airfoil at M-_ = 0.76 and a = 0 °.
starting l>oint. Tile airfoil is oscillating at, a reduced
frequency of k = .Jc/l_m = 0.1628 about, a = 0°
with _+m_x = +2.51. The predicted pressures are
slightly different from the measured values because
of the difficulty in exactly matching the test points.
These results indicate that the algorithm can predict
unsteady tran_nic flow.
Figure 20 presents calculated results for an
Aerospatiale RA16SC1 airfoil with an oscillating
25-percent flap at, M_ = 0.30 and c_ = 0°. The re-
suits are compared with experimental data for three
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Figure 18. Pressure coellicients for NACA 0012 aMoil at
:.f_ = 0.755 and t_ : 0°,
periods of motion. The l>ressures are l>resented in a
formal ba,;ed on the following equation:
cv = (g,)o+ _'_Jg,)t,:i_"I+: (4.6)
k
where (%)0 is the steady pressure and _ is the phase
angle of the oscillation. The correlation is good
except for the fiN> pressures themselves. However,
the grid is spar_ in this region and the difference
could easily be due to poor resolution.
4.3. Introduction to HSI
4.3. 1. G:'ner_c Vorlex lnltrocllon
Before presenting the vortex model comparison,
a discussion of the basic features of the blade-vortex
interaction will be useful. Figure 21 is a repre_nta-
tive plot of lift coefficient versus vortex location for
an NACA 0012 airfoil at _r = 0° and M_c = 0.60, and
a vortex with an equivalent lift of el, r = 0.400, and a
vertical ntis,+ distance of 0.251 chord moving along a
fixed i>ath at constant speed. The computation uses
the split-potential method to model the vortex. The
several points of interest which occur during the in-
teraction are labeled in the figure. Point L is the ini-
tial condition of the airfoil ill relatively undistorted
flow (t,lle vortex is far upstremn). The sign of the
vortex is such that it, generates a downwash on the
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airfoil, which has the same effect as reducing the an-
gle of attack. When the vortex approaches, the pres-
sure on the lower side of the airfoil diminishes and
drives the lift coefficient to increasingly negative val-
ues. This region is labeled 2 in the figure and is called
the approach pham _ of the interaction. As the vor-
tex approaches the leading edge of the airfoil, the lift
rapidly diminishes to a minimum point, labeled 3. As
the vortex passes under the airfoil the velocities in-
duced by it become an upwash on a larger and larger
portion of the airfoil. While the vortex is pa.ssing
under the airfoil, the pressures change rapidly and
the lift rebounds to positive values, labeled 4; this is
the interact.ion pha_. As the vortex approaches the
trailing edge, the lift begins to level out, labeled 5
in the curve; this is called the recovery phase. Af-
ter the vortex passes the trailing edge of the airfoil,
tire lift levels out and remains relatively co_lstant as
the vortex moves a_'ay. This region is labeled 6 in
the figure and is called the departure phase. An in-
teresting phenomenon occurs during the departure
phase. The lift, is found to rebound to a level which
is higher than the initial condition and to return to
the initiM condition only after a considerable time.
TIris behavior has been _e u in most (if not all ) ot her
BVI computational results reported in the literature
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but. has not been explained yet, This dec W effect
may be explained by recalling that the HSI problem
is a limiting case of an infinite line vortex interact-
ing with azl infinite aspect ratio wing. As the vortex
passes under the wing, it generates waves all along
it. These signals cannot, arrive simultaneously at any
point. Therefore a "delay" effect is caused by the
t inre lag in the arrival of waves from the rest of the
wing, This "lag'" could account, for the delay in lift
recovery. This response characteristic is familiar in
26
the field of acoustics but is unusual in aerodynamic
problems.
Figalre 2'2 is a composite of the airfoil lift, history
and surface pressures at, selected points during the
interaction. The airfoil lift history is presented in
the upper left-hand plot and the surface pressure
coefficients are presented at points 1 through 5 in the
other plots. These plots show that the presence of the
vortex affects the airfoil primarily througJl changes
in the lower surface pressure. The passage of the
vortex is seen in the distortion of the lower surface
pressure near the vortex location. (See plots for 2,
3, and 4.) The plot. for 4 shows a slight i)reakdown
in the Kutta condition when the vortex is just past
the airfoil trailing edge; this is shown later to be an
effect of the time step.
Figure 23 shows the time history of the lower
surface pressures during BVI. Pre._sure coefficients
as a function of time are pre.,_,nted at l0 locations
on the airfoil. The points 2, 3, and 4, placed here
for reference, correspond to the pressure plots in
figure 22. From this figure, i! can be seen that the
primary effect is in the leading-edge pressure with a
secondary effect propagating wi tb lhc location of the
vortex. The format used in figures 21, 22. and 23 is
used in the rest of this reporl.
4.J. '2. Effects of Tim c Te rwa.s
Becau_ _ of the time linearizati(xl, testing the al-
gorithm for sensitivity to the size of tile time step is
necessary. Recall that the lime step is varied with
vortex location (eq. (4.1)); this variati(xl tends to
increase the error when the vortex is far from the
airfoil. Figure 24(a) shows the effect on airfoil lift
history of reducing At by a factor of 2 fi'om the val-
ues computed by equation (4.1). The figure shows
the interaction of an NACA 0012 airfoil with a vor-
tex of strength el, . = 0.496, a miss distance of-0.433
chord, and a fi'ee-stream Maeh number of 0.,536 (i.e.,
the same condition as the sample case). Figure 24(b)
shows the interaction of an NACA 0012 airfoil with
a vortex of strength cLv: 0.40, a tniss distance of
-0.251, and a free-stream Mach number of 0.80. The
split-potential method was used to make these com-
putations. Further reduction has no effect on the
solution. The primary effect of reduced At is to
improve the pressure coefficient prediction when the
vortex is near the trailing edge (recall plot for 3 in
fig. 22); tha/. is, the lower time step mainlains a more
accurate Kutta condition. This effect is a relatively
minor one. Equation (4.1) was used for the following
comparisons. Since the purpose of these runs was
to compare vortex models and exp]ore parametric
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effects, use of the larger time .step makes little
di fie ren ce.
However the reduced time step comput.al.ionts do
indicate the presence of "waves" superimposed on
the basic solution especi'Mly for the departure phase
of the high-speed case. These waves are generated
as the vortex moves pabst uodes in the grid causing
au abrupt change in loc_ velocity. The wave ap-
pears to behave exactly a.s an ordinary acoustic wave
and is propagated with a. Doppler effect. That is,
a low-speed disturbance travels with equal strength
upstream and dowust.reaan; a high-speed distur-
bance travels with inerea_sed strength upstream. Fig-
tire 25(a) is a. plot of pressure at. a fixed point in
space as the vortex passes at. low speed; figure 2.5(b),
at high speed. The high-speed disturbance is seen
to occur after the vortex has passed the low-speed
disturbance, before and after the vortex has passed.
Reducing the time step in figure 24 more accurately
captures this effect. The_ waves are seen to be nil-
nor disturbazlces on the basic solution and do not
affect the comparisons.
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Figure 24. Effect of time sl.e{_ on airfoil lift during BVI.
Oue of the key uuauswered questions asmciaWd
with the use of the spit_polential model is the effect,
on the solution of temporal difference terms in G,
( C*, L, AG). ( See eq. ( 3. 14).) These terms can have
a _rious impact on a 3-D computation because of the
geometric complexity of the wake and the difficulty
of computing Gt for each wake element. Figure 26(a)
shows the effects of the Gt terms on the integrated
lift curve for a subcritical flow condition. From
the figure, little difference is seen between the two
curves, ttowever, this flow condition is for low speed
and the vortex is not verb' close to the airfoil (a so-
called weak interaction). Figure 26(b) shows a sin>
ilar comparimn for a close supercritical interactiou
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Figure 25. Effect of error waw, propagation during BVI.
(a "strong" interaction). Here the effect, of the terms
is much more apparent. In particular, the Gt terms
show a marked effect, during the interaction phase
and the departure phase. Notice especially the re-
gion in which the slope of the curve undergoes a rapid
change. This region corresponds to the vortex pass-
tug through the airfoil shock. The combination of
these velocities (shock and vortex) causes high pres-
sures on the airfoil surface, which are reflected in the
loading curve.
In summary, the Gt terms seem to have little
effect on the solution except for the strong interaction
cases. For the parametric studies, these terms are
dropped from any further computations involving the
split-potential method in order to mininfize run time
and costs.
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Figure 26. Effect of Gt terms on split-polential model.
/t.3.3. Comparison With Other Codas
Figure 27(a) shows the airfoil lift history from
the split-potentiM results and related computatious
of several other researchers (refs. 13, 15, and 17).
The various other methods shown range from small
disturbance algorithms to Euler methods. The in-
teraction depicted is for an NACA 0012 airfoil at
M__ = 0.30 and a = 0 ° and for an equivalent lift.
of the vortex el, v "- 0.40. The present method cc_n-
pares well with the results from the Euler equatious
(r el. 15), which has a more complete ptosical mod-
eling, especially in prediction of nfinimum lift. Bol,h
the small disturbance (ref. 13) and the strongly im-
plicit scheme (ref. 17) predict similar results.
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Figure 27. Airfoil lift variation wit, h vortex location for various algorithnts.
Figure 27(b) shows a sinfilar comparison for
tile NACA 0012 airfoil at. AI = 0.80 and _ = 0 °,
cl, _, = 0.40, and a vertical miss dist.ance y_, of
-0.25. These results were taken fi'om a survey paper
by Sriuivasem and McCroskey (ref. 27). Figure 27
demonstrates that the present, method produces re-
sults for the integrated lift. history comparable with
those g_nerated by other re, archers.
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4.4. Comparison of Vortex Models
_.4.1. _'ortex ['eloeity F'ield
A straightforward way of comparing the four vor-
tex models is to compare the induced velocity pro-
duced on the airfoil by earl1 model. Figure 28
presents a _ries of vortices located at tile airfoil lead-
ing edge and at selected vertical distances. These
computations were made with a small disturbance
mesh. (See section 2.2, step 1.) The computations
were made tbr a flow field with no airfoil present in
order to eliminate airfoil-induced velocities from the
results. The lifting-surface model is not indicated
in the figure because it has the saner effect as the
split-potential method. The angle-of-attack method
in sharp contrast to the other methods is a simple
step change ill velocity. The branch-cut and split-
potential methods both predict an impulsiv(, type
velocity curve. The sharpness of the impulse is mod-
ified in the split-potential me thod by the vortex core.
Tile velocity induced I)y the brealch cut is generated
implicitly by the model. The_ velocities tend to be
higher than the others because of the intoraction of
the four subvortices with the dense grid region near
the airfoil. Distance for the airfoil reduces the size
of the velocities and reduces the differences produced
by the vortex on the airfoil.
4.4.2. Related Expemment
Comparison of the four vortex modeling meth-
ods is made with the help of experimental data.
Caradonna, Le,ub, and Tung (ref. 28) presented ex-
perimental results for a rotor interacting with a vor-
tex. The rotor had two blades with a constant 0012
airfoil _ction. The blades were untwisted and the
rotor had a teetering hub. The rotor aspect ratio
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was7. A vortexwasgeneratedupstreamof thero-
tor by a fixed,constant.-_ction,NA('.A0015wing.
Figure29 depicts the experimental setup. When the
rotor blade is at an azimuth angle of 180°, HSI oc-
curs. Pressure at. 10 locations on the airfoil surf_e
were measured and these data. were presented as a
function of time (vortex location) and space (airfoil
chord).
The data were collected for several rotor tip
speeds and vortex locations. Two of these eondi-
t.ior_s are used as reference data in comparing the
vortex models. Tire first, condition is for a subcritical
flow, Mx = 0.536, and a vertical miss distance of
y_, = -0.43.3. The second case is for a critical tlow,
Mx = 0.714, and the same vertical miss distance.
There are two Net.ors that eompronfise the cor-
relation. The first factor is the low aspect ratio of
the rotor. Because the pre_nt method is strictly
two-dimensional, one should expect to see a higher
pressure predicted due simply to aspect ratio ef-
fects. The second factor is the rotational velocity
of the rotor. The measurements used in the com-
parison were made at. an azimuth location of 18(1°.
The effect of the vortex on the blade, however, be-
gins much earlier. The blade is, therefore, experi-
encing a steadily changing free-stream flow moditied
by the vortex. The variab]{, free stream is not mod-
eled by the current method. For the subcritical flow,
this does riot pose a problem beeau_ unsteady ef-
fects are small at. low Madl numbers, ttowever, the
critical flow is nmch more sensitive to this effect.
The rotor is experiencing a high transonic speed at.
the azimuth location of 90° which decreases a.s the
blade moves forward. As the speed decreases, the
shocks on the airfoil surface begin to collapse. The
vortex is encountered during this collapsing process.
The computation of this tlow field requires a three-
dimensional model complete with an accurate un-
steady shock model; this is beyond the capability of
tire current method.
_._. 3. Subcril'icol hde raclim_
(:omparison of the various vortex models is made
first for a subcritical flow. The condition selected
is the same as that used in the sample computation
presented in the introduction, that is, an NACA 0012
airfoil at, o = 0 °, _lx = 0.53(i, a vortex strength
el, = 0.496, and a constant miss distance of -0.433
chord. This condition should be relatively inseltsitive
to unsteady effects and free from shock waves.
Figure :)0 shows lift. versus vortex location for
the four vortex models. Tire four methods show lit.-
tie difference in the initial condition solution. As
v
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Figure29. Experimental measur_,menl ofl)lade-vortex
interaction.
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the vortexapproaches,the curvesbeginto sepa-
rate, reflectingthe effectof the variousn_thods
oll the flow-fieldsolution. Whenthevortex is be-
tween2 and3 chordsupstream,theseparationof
the curvesbecomeslarge. This point can there-
fore beconsideredthe outerboundaryof the close
interaction.The curvescontinueto ,separateuntil
theyreachamaximumdifferencewhenthe vortexis
at. the airfoil leadingedge. During the interaction
phase,the methodsdisplay_veral interestingfea-
tures. Theangle-of-attackmethodpredictsarapid
(ahnostinstantmaeous)dlangein lift. asthe vortex
passesthe quarter-chordbecausethe airfoil under-
goesanabrupt,changein angleof attackfromneg-
ative to positiveat this point;in effect,the curve is
inw_rted. An interesting feature of the branch-cut
method is that during the interaction phase it pre-
dicts a small "spike" in the loading curve. This spike
occurs when the vortex is in the densest part. of the
grid and reflects the locally high velocities predicted
by this method. This spike increases in size as the
Mach number increases. For a very strong interac-
tion (:11 -- 0.80, Yv = --0.25, and el,t, "-- 0.40), this
spike leads to an instability in the algorithm which
destroys the solutiom The split-potentiM and lift, ing-
surlh.ce methods are in agreement overall even though
they are somewhai, different during the closest part of
the interaction. Neither method shows any uuusua]
features in their predicted loading histories.
Figure 31" presents pressure time histories for
the four methods. Here the difference between the
lifting-surface and split-potential methods is more
apparent. The spike in the branch-cut loading curve
is also more apparent in figure 31(c) than in the
integrated data. Figure 31( a) highlights the change
in pressure on the airfoil caused by the sharp change
in lift predicted by the angle-of-attack method.
Figure 32 presents measured and calculated data
for each of the methods. Comparisons can only be
considered qualitatively valid because of the aspect
r_io and unsteady rotational flow field of the ex-
periment. The split-lx_tential, lifting-surface, and
branch-c ut methods all show qualitalively good com-
parisons but. differ in detail, ((',ompare plots for I
and 2 in figs. 32(b), (c), and (d).) The angle-of-
attack method is clearly not accurate tbr this cc_l-
dition. (See plots for 1 and 2 in fig. 32(a).) This
inaccuracy is caused by the sharp change in lift. pre-
dicted by the model which clearly does not occur in
the experinwnt.
*Figures 31 through 47 are at the end o|" section 4.
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4.4.4. Critical htteractwn
In section 4.4.3, the various vortex models were
compared for a subcritical flow condition. A more
interesting comparison is for a flow condition just be-
low critical, that is, a flow condition which if undis-
turbed would remain subcritical. The introduction
of a vortex in such aflow field would be expected to
drive the flow into a supercritical state. An NACA
0012 airfoil at o = 0 ° and M = 0.714 experiences
this type of flow.
Figalre 33 presents lift. versus vortex location for
each of the models at this "critical" flow condition.
Inspection of this figure shows qualitatively the same
results as the subcritical case: the models begin to
separate between 2 and 3 chords upstream, the angle-
of-attack method p_dicts a sharp 'lift inversion" as
before, the branch-cut nvethod predicts a spike in the
loading curve of increased size at this higher Mach
number (0.714), and the split-potential and lifting-
surface methods both predict smooth curves.
Figure 34 presents the pressure time histories on
the airfoil. The angle-of attack and lifting-surface
methods both predict pressure histories which are
similar to those at the lower Mach number, ttow-
ever, the branch-cut anti split-potential curves are
markedly different. Both methods indicate the pres-
ence of shock waves although the brpalch-cut method
is obscured by the presence of the spike. The pres-
ence of the shock wave in these models is more easily
seen when comparing the measured and calculated
data (fig. 3,5). The split-potential method predicts a
shock which is also present in the data. (_e plots
for 2, 3, and 4 in fig. 35(d).) The branch-cut method
predicts a sharp pressure peak which appears to be
the beginning of a shock formatical; however, the
velocity spike may be delaying the formation. The
lifl, ing-surface and angle-of-attack methods do not
predict shocks.
The surface specification models also predict thai
the vortex affects the pressure on both surfaces of the
airfoil. This is caused by the assumption of infinite
signal speed which is inherent in the_ methods, The
explicit methods show an effect on the lower surface
only due to the additional time required for the sigual
to arrive at the upper surface.
4._. 5. ,qum matwn
The previous discussions show that _di four mod-
els produce qualitatively similar results for the inte-
grated load but differ considerably in detail. The
split-potential and lifting-surface methods produce
the mostaccuratecurvesfor integratedloads. Di-
rect,comparisonbetweencomputationand experi-
mentis not possiblexceptin the mostqualitative
serLsebecausetile experimentcontainslargethree-
din_usionalandunsteadyeffectswhicharenotmod-
eledill thetheory.Tile a_gle-of-attackandbranch-
cut methodsboth generatespuriousspikesin the
loadingcurve.Comparison of the pressure time his-
tories of the models shows considerable differences in
the details of tile pressure loading. Comparison of
the methods for a critical flow condition shows that
only the explicit models predict, the presence of su-
percritical flow. Only tile explicit models are capa-
ble of predicting the variation ill local Mach number
which is necessary to capture accurately the nonlin-
ear nature of the flow field. Numerous computational
experiment.s have indicated that the split-pote,aial
method is the most robust of these two methods. It.
also allows for more control of the vortex modeling
because it models the vortex a.s a specitied velocity
fieht. In fact the method is not restricted to modeling
vortices and call be ttsed to predict tile effect of any
ttow field which is described by a known irrotational
potential function. Because of this versatility and
robustness, the split-potential method is 1he recom-
mended method. Tile rest of the calculated results
presented in this report were generated by using the
split-potent ial method.
4.5. Parametric Sweeps
This section contains a study of the effect of
several key parameters on ttSI. The split-potential
method is used in all comparisons.
4.5.1. Eff¢ct of Much Number
One of the key parameters is Mach number. Fbr
an airfoil in steady flow, the effect of increased Much
number is the increase in local velocities on the sur-
face which leads to lower surface l)ressures. The vari-
ation of the local pressure 7rod lift. coefficient can be
predicted wit h good accuracy by using the Praudtl-
Giauert correction. A,_ the Mach number increases
the local velocities increase until, finally, a shock
develops on the surface of the airfoil. The linear
Prandtl-(;lauert correction breaks down completely
with the onset of local sonic tlow, and the problern
becolnes nonlinear.
The presence of a vortex in the flow simply adds
an extra component to the local velocity because of
the induced velocity field which the vortex generates.
This extra velocity tends to induce the supercritical
flow at. a free-streanl Mach number lower than the
critical point for the airfoil alone. Figure 36 shows
the effect that Math number has on the blade-vortex
interaction. The three curves are for an NACA 0012
airfoil at t_ = 0° and q.,, = 0.40. The miss distance
is -0.251 chord, the vortex core size is 0.05 chord,
and the path of the vortex is specified by setting
the vortex velocity equal to the free-stream value.
The Mach numbers are 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Almost no
difference is seen between the subcritical flows except.
during the interaction trod departure phases. Tile
supercritical flow, however, shows a broader pulse
width than the subcritical flows. This effect, was also
noted experimentally in reference 28 and is caused
hy l]le effect of signal propagation speed. The sigalal
speed is the sum of the speed of sound aald the flow
velocity. The waves propagating from aJi upstreanl
vortex arrive at the airfoil sooner for a higher speed
interaction. A wave generated by a downstream
vortex takes longer to arrive at the airfoil, and hence,
the effect of the vortex decreases more gradually if
the propagation speed is increased. This is reflected
in the figure as a separation of the curves during the
i,teraction and departure phases. Figure 37 presents
the pressure distributions on the airfoil surface for
selected vortex local ions. The curves reflect, the effect
of Much uumber and strongly re_mble the variation
one might see for eal isolated airfoil at. negative angle
of attack except for the suction peaks induced when
the vortex is very near to the blade surface.
4.5. 2. l_[[cct of i'ortc, ,s'l_r ngth
A helicopter rotor airfoil interacts with a ,series
of vortices generated by the preceding blade. The
strength of these vortices is dependent upon the con-
ditic_s under wtfich the generating blade sheds them.
Modeling vortex strength aald understanding its ef-
fect are, therefore, important. The primary effect, of
vortex strength is to i nerea_, the peak velocities gen-
erated by the vortex and consequently the velocities
impo_d on the airfoil, This effect can be deduced
from the tangential velocity equatkul (eq. (3.:_)). An
interaction of particular interest would be the "criti-
cal" interaction described in _ction 4.,5. 1. Figalre 38
is the inl.egrated lift. history of an NAC, A 0012 air-
foil for three different vortex strengths (eL, = 0.20,
0.40, and 0.60) for the critical Mach number 0.714.
The loading curve shows what appears to be a fin_
ear variation with vortex strength. However the air-
foil pressures (fig. 39) show an increasingly stronger
shock waw_ on the airfoil surface. (See plots for "_
and 4 in fig. 39.) The shock location and strength
vary linearly with the vortex strength. For strong
vortices (el.t, = 0.60), the shock extends into the flow
field and interacts with the vortex directly to cause
very high suction peaks. (See plot for 3 in fig. 39(c).)
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4.5.3. Effect of Mzss D_stance
Tile location of the vortices also affect the airfoil
response. Consider again equation (3.3) and note
that tile geometry effect, is primarily in the denom-
inator. The effect of miss distance should be tile
inverse of the effect of ct, v. Figure 40 shows tile ef-
fect of nfis,s distance on the integrated lift, history of
all NACA 0012 airfoil at Mx = 0.714, a = 0 °, and
el. v = 0.40. The miss distance varies from V_, = -0.75
to -0.25. The miss-distance variation in figure 40 is
strictly a vertical displacement. Since the peak vor-
tex velocity depends on radial distance, the effect of
a vertical displacement does not become large until
the proportion ofr which it contributes is large. This
effect, begins to occur at approximately 1 chord up-
stream from the airfoil leading edge. After this point,
the change in loading appears to vary linearly with
the inverse of the miss distance. The pressure dis-
tribution curves (fig. 41) show a similar trend with
respect to shock strength and location.
4.5.4. Eff_'cl of ('ov_" ,q'izc
The effect of core size on the airfoil response is
more iutricat.e. In equation (3.3), the vortex core
size has the effect of modit_ing the denominator. As
a increases, tile dencaniuator grows for a given value
of r. Furthermore, the minimum value of lift occurs
al the llliniulun| _alue of the denoudnator when the
vortex is at the leading edge. After this point, r
increases and V decreases. At the point where r is a
miifimum, the _alue of a determines V. The effect
of a is, therefore, to change the effective location of
the vortex, and this is what gives rise to the phase
shift in figure 42. Figure 42 shows the pressure on
the airfoil surface at ,selected vortex locations. As
before, the shock strength and location vary directly
with the inverse of a.
4.5.5. Effect of Angle of Attack
A helicopter rotor blade experiences a cyclic
change in angle of attack as it rotates. The effect.
of the airfoil angle of attack on BVI is therefore im-
portant. The angle of attack of the airfoil affects the
response primarily by changing tile initial conditions
of tile solution. Figure 44 shows the effect of a on
the interaction between an NACA 0012 airfoil and
a vortex of strength el,t, = 0.40. The Math number
is 0.60 and a = 0 °, 0.5 ° , and 1°. The lift history
for the curve for a = 0 ° has been subtracted from
the others to illustrate the difference between the in-
teractions. As can be seen in the figure, the effect,
of angle of attack is purely linear for this subcriti-
cal interaction. The airfoil pre_ure distributions are
presented in figure _LS. One interesting feature is that
the suction peaks on the airfoil are reduced as the an-
gle of attack increases. (See plots for 2 and 3.) Tile
positive angle of attack tends to offset, the effect of
the vortex which induces a negative lift.
The effect, of angle of attack at, a transonic Madl
number is similar to that at subsonic conditioiLs.
Figure 46 pre_nts integrated lift, curves for a Mach
number of 0.8 and the same conditiolts as figure 44.
The pre_ure coefficients indicate a decrease in shock
strength as the airfoil mlgle of attack increa.ses. An
inverse effect would lead to increased shock strength
with increasing negative angle of attack. A combina-
tion of high negative vortex strength and high neg-
ative angle of attack would produce a very strong
shock which could possibly lead to a shock-induced
separation. Tile very high suction peaks (c v = -1.5)
seen in the airfoil pressure distributions (plots for 3
ill fig_. 47(a), (b), and (c)) occur as the vortex moves
through the supersonic region near the airfoil surface.
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5. Concluding Remarks
A study of the full-potential modeling of a blade-
vortex interactiou has been made. A primary goal
of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of
tile various methods of modeling the vortex. Tile
problem was studied within the context of a two-
dimensional model problem, which represents one of
the limiting types of blade-vortex interactions. The
model problem restricts tile interaction to that. of an
infinite wing with all infinite line vortex moving par-
allel to its leading edge. This problem provides a
convenient testing ground for tile various metho&
of modeling tile vortex while retaining the essential
physics of the full three-dimensional (a-D) interac-
tion. The flow field is assumed m Ix, inviscid, irrota-
tional, unsteady alld, ill general, transonic.
A fidi-potential algorithm specifically tailored to
solve the blade-vortex interaction (BVI) was devel-
oped to solve this problem. The algorittun is based
on a model first presented by Steger alid Caradonna
(NASA TM-81211, AVRAIX:OM TR 80-A-14). The
algorithm makes use of the unsteady nlass conserva-
t ion and B ernoull i equat ions to for m a full-potentiaJ
nto(lel of the flow field. The system of equations is
reduced to one equatSon by using a Taylor-series ex-
pansion of the t.enlporal derivative of the dertsity term
in the conservation equation. The spatial derivatives
are recast in delta form, with the density written at.
the previous time step. The stability of the "algorit.hnl
in trmisonic flow is assured through the use of upwind
biasing of tile density in the fltLx t.ern_s. Tile flux met-
rics art' computed by the cmrsistent metric method,
which ha_ been found to be superior to the so-called
free-s/ream subtraction method that has difficulties
with grid singularities. The equation is approxi-
mately factored into convenient geometric parts in
order to reduce the matrix to a compact form. A
tridiagcmal matrix inversion is used to solve for the
updated potential solution. Tile model has the capa-
bility to predict the steady and unsteady flow about
an airfoil uuder subcritical and trallsonic flow condi-
tions. (!omparisons of the results predicted are made
with those presented by other researchers and with
experimental data, The comparisons indicate that
the algorithm is able to predict basic unsteady tr_m-
sonic flOW about all airfoil.
The basic algorithm has been modified to include
the effect of a vortex i)assing near the airfoil. Four
different methods of modeling of the vortex were
used :
1. The angle-of-attack method
2. The lift ing-surface method
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3. Tile branch-cut method
4. The split-potential method
The angle-of-attack method ttses the velocity field of
a. point vortex to compute a vortex-induced velocity
at the airfoil quarter-chord. This velocity is then
used to compute an effective angle of attack of the
airfoil. This method is identical to techniques that
are currently in use in comprehensive helicopter rotor
analyses. The lifting-surface method is an extension
of the angle-of-attack method in which the vortex-
induced velocity is a function of chordwise distance
on the airfoil surface. The branch-cut method is
a flow-field vortex representation that makes use
of a surface of potential discontinuity, the edge of
which cotLstitutes the vortex location. The effect
of the vortex is implemented by" imposing SFecial
differencing methods along the cut. In the split-
potential method, the velocity field is split between a
known field (induced by the vortex) alld an unkuown
perturbatioll field due the airfoil.
A side-by-side compariscm of the four models was
conducted. These comparisot_s included:
1. (:omparing generated velocity fields
2. A subcritical interaction
3. A critical interaction
The subcritical and critical interactiorts are also com-
pared wit.h experiment a] ly generated results.
The following conclusions haw, been reached as a
result, of these comparisons:
1. All the methods give qualitatively similar re-
sults for integrated loads but ditfer consider-
ably in the details.
2. An artificial core is necessary in order to re-
move the singularity in the vortex velocity
equation.
3. ()lily the explicit, models l)redict the presence
of shock waves for the critical interaction.
4. The branch-cut method shows a strong sensi-
tivity to the mesh configuration which leads
to spurious waves in the solution, especially
for transonic flow conditions.
5. The angle-of-at.tack method is sensitive to miss
distance and predicts a spike in the loading
curve which is not present in the other moth-
ods. This spike is caused by the abrupt chalige
ill angle of attack as the vortex pa.sses the air-
foil quarter-chord.
6. The lifting-surface method compares well with
the split-potential method in COmlmting in-
tegrated loads, especially for subcritical flow.
However,thedetailsofthepre_uretimehisto-
riesduringtheclosestpart of the interaction
differsignificantly.Neverthelessthismethod
hasprovento be usefulill 3-D problemsto
specifyfar-fieldvortexeffects.
7. Tile split-potentialmethodis tile mostversa-
tile androbttstmethod.
8. Tile temporalgradientt.ermsin the split-
potentialmethodmust be retainedin order
to predict,stronginteractions.Thisretention
maycauseaslightincreasein computingt,ime
for 3-Dproblems,but this increase can be off-
set. by using the lifting-surface method for vor-
tices far from the blade.
The split-potential model was used to make a sur-
vey of some of the more critical parameters which
affect the BVI. The survey studies general flow pa-
ramet ers such as f?ee-st ream Mach n umber and air-
foil angle of attack eald vortex parameters such as
strength, core size, and niis_ distance. The t_sults
were colnputed at subcritical and supercritical free-
stream Mach numbers. For the vortex parameters,
the free-streanl Mach number was chosen to be just
subcritic_ to study the effect of the vortex on the
forination of critical flow on the airfoil. Ba,'_d on
the surw_y results, the following conclusions were
reached:
1. Free-stream Mach numl_r has little direct, ef-
fect on the basic B VI except to modi_" the sig-
ned propagation speed which tends to broaden
the loading signature. This effect was also
noted exl)erimentally in NASA TM-86005,
USAAVS(rOM TM-84-A-9. However, the vor-
tex can in(luce shocks on ml airfoil whi& is in
near-critical flow.
2. The BVI loading response varies linearly
with the vortex strength. The vortex induces
shocks on the airfoil surface and the shock
strength varies linearly with the vortex
strength. For strong vortices, the shock may
interact with the vortex directly to cause high
peak pressures on the airfoil.
3. The BVI loading response varies linearly with
the inverse of the vortex miss distance. Vortex-
induced shock strength also varies linearly
with the inver,_ _ of the miss distance.
4. Tile BVI loading response varies directly with
the inverse of vortex core size a. Furthermore,
the core size shifts the point, of nlinimum lift in
direct proportion to a and the shock strength
varies directly with a.
5. The effect, of airfoil angle of attack Ct is to
shift the magnitude of the loading curve by
a constant value which varies linearly with o.
A primary goal of this report has been to study
the effect of the vortex model on the computation
of the B'vq problem. The selection of an appro-
priate te&nique of n_deling the vortex would he
based on this study; this has been accomplished.
The split-potential model has proven to he the most
versatile and robust method of the currently avail-
able techniques. The lifting-surface method has been
shown to be a u_ful approximation to the split-
potential method especially for far-field vortex spec-
ifications. Tile next logical step in this study is
to extend these results to /,Lie 3-D rotor probleni.
In the process of accon}l)lishing this, the method
should I)e coupled with an existing COml)rehensive
helicopter method, similar to that used by Strawn
and Caradonna (AIAA-86-0079). The 3-1) model
should include a conq)leted vortex wake model thai
u_s a combined split-potential enid lifting-surface
method. Another interesting al)plication of the split-
i)otenl,ial teciufiqm' would be to u_' it. to model fin-
ear port ions of the flow field (e.g., the rotat tonal flow
field).
The modeling of the BVI continues to be a key
problem in helicopter aerodynanfics becau._' it, is a
major determinant of vibratory loading and noise.
This report, has alalyzed the interaction in two di-
mensions and u_d this model problem to find the
bes! means of determining BVI loading within the
context of a finite-difference computation. The ex-
tei_sion to three dimensions should build directly on
this work. Beyond this [xzint, the greatest problem
will be to find an etficienl and accurale way to predict
the three-dimensional structure of the rotor wake.
NASA Langley Research Cemer
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
April 22, 1997
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Appendix A
Computational Grid
The stream
function _ (c, 11)
equ alion s
The computational grid used in the present
method is based on the streamlines and potential
lines around a Joukowski airfoil in incompressible
flow and at a = 0°. The intersection of this set of
lines forms an orthogonal H-type mesh. This type of
mesh is useful for three reasons:
1. It closely conforms to the shape of an airfoil,
thereby accuracy is increased
2. I! is orthogonal which simplifies coding
3. Tile gridlines align with the free stream away
from the airfoil
Ti,e solution of the Joukowski airfoil is a classical
problem in aerodynmnics. The solution is based on
the c(_fform,'d mapping technique which arises from
complex variable theory. The details of this well-
known derivation are provided for students of the art..
fimction ol(_,q) and lhe potential
are relal.ed through the ditferential
O@ O9 }
Ox - Oy -u
OR,_ Oq*__,
Dy Ox
(AI)
Both fimctions are solutions to LaPlace's equation
Ve,I , = V'2_ = 0 (A2)
Therefore, the stream function and the potential
function may be combined into an analytic function
of a complex variable z*:
w(:*) = @ +iq_ (A3)
The function w(z*) is often referred to as the complex
potential. _vVhelt given a known function w(z*), the
potential tield may be deduced by setting @ equal to
the real part of u,(z*).
The solutiola of Laplace's equation for problems
with complicated boundaries is achieved with the aid
of conformal mapping. The problem is mapped from
the z* plane to another platte in which the bound-
aries are simplified. The primary restriction on the
transformation is that the mapping function be an-
alytic. Joukowski presented a function which trans-
forms the flow ",d)oul a circle to that about an airtbil
shape. (See rel: 29.) Front this solution, obtaining
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an equation for the streamlines and potential lines
about this airfoil shape is possible.
Consider the flow field about, a circle of radius b,
then the complex potential is
w her e
(A4)
:* = _ + irp (A5)
Front equation (A3),
= ,,_ _+i_+ (A6)
Equating real and imaginary parts gives
(A7)
• =l,'xq 1 (_+q,_
The velocities _( and O,j are
,_ = t,, (C + q_)_ + bU(TJ_ - (u) /
(_ + 7J_)_ (AS)
'_'t 2 b'el"x_TI
(('_ + ,F) '_
The derivati_s ¢,l and q_ are
$'1 = [:x ((2 + 112)2 _ b2(172 _ _2) ]
((_ + q2 )2 } (A9)@( 2 b21:x(q
((_ + ,O,e )'2
The slope of the stremnlines is
dq _ -@'Z = -262r/_ (AI0)
d_ @_ ((_ + 0_)_ _ b_(_ _ ,f
Equation (AIO) may be integrated to produce
qi+l = (*A_i + rli (A 11)
where _* is equal to _-_ Equation (All) is for a line
a¢ "
of constant stream function.
Thegrid is generaledwittl thefollowingsteps:
1. Producea satisfactorystretchedCartesian
grid byanymethod
2. Usethe ((, 71)coordinatesalongthe front of
themeshasastart to integrateequation(A10)
until you reachtile aft faceof themesh(this
solvesfor thestreandinesaroundthecircle)
3. Transform the circle solution by using the
Joukowski l,rans[orniatiou to produce the air-
foil mlui ion
4. Select an appropriate distribution of point
along the airfoil streamline
5. Interpolate to find the potential al each of
t.he_ points
6. Find the locatic_l on each of the off-airfoil
streamlines which have matching potential
values
7. Form the new inesh with the resulting _i. of
points
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Appendix B
Derivations of Boundary Conditions
There are two special equations which are used
in implementing the boundary conditions ill the full-
potential algorithm. Both these equatiolrs make use
of special applicatiolrs of the Bernoulli equation.
Tile first equation is used along tile aft. face of
tile computational grid to ensure thai p = 1. A
special equation is required because of the presence
of brealch cuts which specie' a jump in potential
and hence preclude the use of a Dirichlet condition.
The equation is used to deternfine the velocity which
is used in the flux computation. For p = 1, the
Bernoulli equation yields
2q,_ + Uq,,¢ +Vq, u = ]tI_ (B1)
The aft, face of the computat.ional grid is far from the
airfoil (80 ch_'ds). It. is i lu, reforo valid to assume
V =0 }
A l = (B2)
With these as_umt_tions obtain
(B3)
The equation for d( is
¢_ = (-_-[M_ AI_._"] (B4)
Equation (B4) is used in the fltLX computation
along the aft face of the computational mesh in place
of the usual backward difference of _.
The second equation is used to compute the con-
vection of F downstream of the airfoil trailing edge.
Since the wake cut is a shear layer, density and V
are constant across it. The jump in potential is
(BS)
Using the Bernoulli equation gives
2('_l)r+ A1 [0£(¢1)]_ - 20r(_l + F)
+AI[O£(_t+F)] 2 (B6)
Eliminating terms gives
2Fr + 2A1_£1'£ + AI F_ = 0 (BT)
The higher order term is dropped for conv,_nience to
give
l'r+ <u)r_ = 0 (B8)
The t.erm (U) is simply {.lie average of the velocities
above and below the cut.. Equation (B8) is used to
determine the conu_cted vah_e of I' along the wake
cut.
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Appendix C
Time Linearization Operator
The conventional form of all operator which is
derived from the Bernoulli equation and acts oll the
difference @N+I _ (i)._: is given by equation (2.22),
which is
_--P_-" _ + T +
The operator ari_s Dora the linearization of the den-
sity which is necessary to maintain strong conserva-
tive form. Tile linearizatiou takes the fbrm
Op
e = co+ b-g(_-_,,) ((:1)
The subscript, o represents a neighi)oring known state
or solution. If (@ - @o) is small, for example
(@N+I _ (_:v) or ((]['i - @i-1), where t = nAt and
X : i;__X, the error due to expanding p is second-
order accurate _uld is no greater than that usually
Inade in time differencing. Equation (C I) is obtained
by using the Bernoulli equation
[ _,-1 (M_ - 2_ - U@£ - V,_,,)] "-'t,=p,+ 1+---7 , ,
,..,)- (°;:-+,-,:)]
((;2)
C,c_nbining terms gives
( 0 vo va_-"
_,=f,,,-t, :-_ _+-_-+_j (e-'\+_-¢ '\)
((',a)
so thai, the operator becomes
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